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Abstract

The development of an inexpensive, portable, stable, sensitive and selective biosensor
for detection of odorants is a daunting task. Here, we hypothesized the development of
a detector layer composed of the protein groups; the olfactory receptors (ORs) and the
odorant binding proteins (OBPs), known to bind odorants in animal sensing. We report
the design of 13 OR gene-vector constructs, and their subsequent transformation into
Escherichia coli (BL21 (DE3)-STAR-pLysS) strain. Moreover, we report the expression of
several ORs into an in vitro wheat germ extract using three separate detergent mixes for
protein solubilization.

In addition, we describe the design of an odorant binding protein from the Aenophe-
les gambiae mosquito PEST strain (OBP-PEST) gene-vector construct under an IPTG in-
ducible promoter. OBP-PEST was heterologously expressed in E.coli with an 8 amino
acid long sequence (WSPQFEK) attached C-terminally, via a thrombin cleavage site and
a flexible linker (GSSG). The WSPQFEK sequence, commonly referred to as a Strep-tag,
enabled subsequent affinity chromatography purification of the protein, via binding to
an engineered Streptavidin equivalent. Surprisingly, the OBP-PEST was found to con-
tain a signal sequence leading to its truncation and secretion when expressed in E.coli.

Biophysical analyses were established using Circular Dichroism (CD) for the analysis
of two lipocalins: Beta-lactoglobulin (BLG) and OBP-PEST. We studied the solubility,
refoldability and the conformational transitions of BLG, as a result of change in solvent,
pH and temperature. The secondary structure of OBP-PEST and its thermal stability
was investigated.

In conclusion, this thesis work has enabled biophysical analyses of OBP-PEST and fu-
ture analogs of interest to the development of a stable protein detector layer. Although
further experiments are needed to fully characterize the biophysical properties, and to
find odorant substrates of OBP-PEST, it was found to be a suitable alternative to ORs
in a biosensor detector layer application. More importantly, an inherent OBP-PEST sig-
nal sequence was found to mediate protein secretion when expressed heterologously in
E.coli. To the best of our knowledge this is the first lipocalin discovered to be secreted
upon heterologous expression in E.coli.

We hypothesize that this signal peptide could be used as a means for targeted secre-
tion and, hence, efficient protein purification.
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Sammanfattning

Skapandet av en bärbar, robust, finkänslig, selektiv och prisvärd biosensor, kapabel
att detektera dofter i luften, är en teknologisk och forskningsmässig utmaning. En
central ide i detta projekt var att detektorytan skulle bestå utav dem proteiner som
binder lukter och därmed deltar i luktdetektion i luktsystemet hos djur. Med en sta-
bil proteinyta som huvudmål så kom detta projektet att fokuseras på design, uttryck,
rening och analys av proteinprodukten från två intressanta proteingrupper: luktre-
ceptorer (ORs) och luktbindande proteiner (OBPs). Vi rapporterar härmed genkon-
struktionen av 13 skilda ORs samt deras vektortransformation för uttryck i Escherichia
coli (BL21 (DE3)-STAR-pLysS). Vi lyckades dessutom uttrycka tre OR proteiner med
varierande löslighet i vetegroddextrakt med hjälp av tre olika detergenter (utan rätt
detergenter så aggregerar lätt de hydrofoba OR proteinerna). Bland de lösliga lukt-
bindande proteinerna valde vi att studera OBP-PEST, en OBP från Anopheles gambiae
mygga. Vektorn och genen designades så att OBP-PEST kom att utryckas heterologt
i E.coli med en C-terminal reningssvans (WSPQFEK) länkad till proteinet via (GSSG)
och utrustad med en signal för möjlig thrombinklyvning. Till vår förvåning så innehöll
aminosyrasekvensen naturligt en N-terminal signalsekvens för E.coli sekretion. Pro-
teinet translokaliserades över cellmembranet med simultan rening som följd, vilket in-
nebar färre efterföljande reningssteg och högre utbyte av slutprodukt.

För att säkerställa OBP-PESTs strukturstabilitet så utvecklade vi protokoll för analys
med cirkulär dikroism (CD) av en typisk analog lipokalin; Beta-lactoglobulin (BLG).
Vi studerade BLGs löslighet, omveckningskapacitet och konformation till följd av än-
dringar i temperatur, lösningsmedel och pH, för att sedan tillämpa detta på OBP-PEST.

Sammanfattningsvis så har detta projektet möjliggjort biofysikaliska studier av OBP-
PEST och framtida analoger av intresse för utvecklingen av en proteinbaserad detekto-
ryta. Trots att information om luktselektivitet saknas för OBP-PEST, så kan vi konstat-
era att OBP-PEST utgör ett attraktivt alternativ till luktreceptorer då de är stabila och
kan produceras med högt utbyte och reningsgrad. Dessutom så är proteinsekretionen i
E.coli via signalsekvensen den första att upptäckas för en OBP. Vi är övertygade om att
signalsekvensen kan finna framtida användning inom proteinrening och denna metod
kommer att tillämpas i våra studier av OBP och dess analoger som ett sätt att effektivt
öka ett proteins renhetsgrad och utbyte.
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Pour acquérir le savoir, il faut étudier, mais
pour acquérir la sagesse, on doit observer.

- Marylin vos Savant
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1 Background

1.1 Olfaction

For many of us the five senses have been of philosophical and scientific interest for as
long as we can remember. Through our senses we are able to interact with our environ-
ment and respond to cues which, most of the time, are not visible to our consciousness.
Unlike touch, vision and hearing; taste and smell are predominately chemical senses.
So why have nature developed a sensory system for smell? Like the other senses it
allows animals to interpret our direct environment serving a role to protect and inform
thereby affecting behaviors from feeding and flight, to sexual reproduction and social
conduct. In light of the the fact that the perception of scent, has been neglected histor-
ically in the scientific sphere, but not in the commercial perfume industry, one can ask
the question: How important is smell perception for an animal?

If breadth of genetic information is a measure, and if the main actors in olfaction are
the so-called olfactory receptors (ORs), the importance of olfaction has been greatly un-
derestimated. Research over the last decades have identified that up to 30% of eukary-
otic genomes are dedicated to the coding of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), a
family of membrane proteins (MPs) to which the ORs belong [Wallin and Von Heijne, 1998].
Furthermore, the ORs constitute the largest protein class, class A of the GPCRs and up
to 4% of eukaryotic genomes - constituting more than 1000 genes - are ORs dedicated
to the detection of odorants in air [Buck and Axel, 1991, Firestein, 2001]. An impressive
number of genes dedicated to a sense that we often perceive as less important than, for
example, vision.

Further, if implications to medicine is a measure, smell has been linked to, but not
yet fully characterized in animal behavior and human disorders of various nature. One
example of this, famous for its sporadic appearance in popular press, is the ability of
a canine/dog to sense odors indicative of different kinds of cancer, secreted by the hu-
man skin. Judging from the canines′ accuracy of prediction, a technical implementation
of this sense could present unmet diagnostic potential. Another example is the display
of alterations in olfactory perception, which may constitute a pre-clinical sign of vari-
ous neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer′s disease and sporadic Parkinson′s
disease [Ross et al., 2008, Morley and Duda, 2010, Doty, 2009].

The opposite, namely a change in chemical secretion may also be perceived by the
social environment, as an indicator of disease or aging, although the capabilities of
the human nose and the accuracy of diagnosis is inferior to that of the canine nose.
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To name a final example, psycho-physiological sensitivity to smell in response to food
ingestion or starvation i.e. insulin metabolism has been hypothesized to play a role
in obesity; a disease, and one of modern society’s greatest socio-economical problems
[Stockhorst et al., 2004]. In conclusion, the importance in biology well established, the
natural consequential question becomes: how; how is detection and interpretation of
small volatile compounds accomplished?

In short, sensing is accomplished in four different stages:

I. Diffusion or active transport of predominately hydrophobic molecules in hydrophilic
mucosa

II. Direct or indirect interaction between odorant ligand/-s and ORs

III. Intracellular signal transduction resulting in an action potential firing a neural
response

IV. Interpretation by the brain characterizing the signal as a smell

These four stages can be correlated to several anatomical structures and functionali-
ties. Although the general functionality is the same, the biochemical pathways and the
anatomical structure of the sensory organ, and hence, the odor detection capabilities
vary within, and between, invertebrates and vertebrates. The reasons for differences in
sensing capabilities are many, although the three main reasons are given below.

First, the total surface area is believed to be proportional to the number of ORs
expressed; the larger the surface area, the higher the number of receptors, and the
higher the number of receptors with different specificities. Second, over evolution
many genes have become silent through duplication events, forming so-called pseu-
dogenes, or by random mutagenesis under a selective pressure. An estimated 30%
of human ORs are believed to be pseudogenes without expressed protein products,
thus decreasing the effective number of different ORs. Third, the replenishment of
the mucosal layer and the way in which the odorants are transported to the ORs, for
example through sniffing, is believed to play a role in the number of different odor-
ants that can be detected at any given time and the duration of the olfactory response
[Schoenfeld Thomas and Cleland Thomas, 2006].

In humans sensing is accomplished according to the following scheme:

i. Air intake by the nose and transport to the olfactory sensory neurons (ONS); the
primary odorant sensory cells residing on olfactory celia on turbinate epithelia in
the upper nasal cavity, see figure .

ii. The ORs traverse membranes of ONS cells forming heptahelical membrane-bound
odorant binding proteins or so-called 7 transmembrane receptors (7TMs). They
constitute a large array of genes that bind odorants specifically, yet indetermi-
nately, and combinatorially at ppb-ppm concentration.



Figure 1.1: In a sagittal view of a rat nose the olfactory bulb (OB) can be seen located behind the
main olfactory epithelium (MOE) where turbinates, made of lamellar cartilage that serve
to increase the surface area, and thus the number and diversity of odorants detected, are
located. The vomeronasal organ (VNO) is the center for the vomeronasal system responsi-
ble for species specific, and sex dependent signaling. The VNO is primarily characterized
in invertebrates, and humans have only one known functional receptor. The VNO still has
a prominent position in the nose and they protrude their axons into the so-called acces-
sory olfactory bulb (AOB) (left). The corresponding OB locus in the human brain (right).
Picture adapted from [Firestein, 2001]

iii. Although the identity of the secondary messengers may differ between verte-
brates and invertebrates the binding of an activating odorant molecule causes ac-
tivation and opening of a pore protein thereby mediating the influx of Ca2+ and
Na+ ions lowering the negative membrane potential by ca 20mV; the threshold for
action potential generation. In contrast to what is known about many other neu-
rons an olfactory response can be regulated further in OSN by the presence of Cl−

channels that can in amplify or inhibit a signal by assisting in membrane depo-
larization. In mammals the odorant activated ORs recruit a heterotrimeric (αβγ)
G- protein; Golf which dissociates its α subunit activating an Adenylyl cyclase
(ACII). ACII then converts the cells abundant energy carrier adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) to cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). cAMP binds to the ion
channel and relates the signal as described above, see figure 1.2 [Ebrahimi and Chess, 1998,
Breer, 2003].

iv. From the 100s to 1000s of ORs of the OSN dendrites the axons are projected to
synapse onto discrete loci in the olfactory bulb (OB). These so-called glomeruli
then converge onto a handful of mitral cell dendrites. Mitral axons then project to
the higher brain regions of the hippocampus, the piriform cortex and the amyg-
dala where the combinatorial odorant response is interpreted, see figure 1.3.

In the interest of this thesis, only the first and second stages in olfaction, as presented
above, will be described further. This restriction in scope stems from the realization



Figure 1.2: In an enhanced schematic of the epithelial celia of the OB the signal transduction of
ORs in mammals is given. (a) The various possible roles in agonistic and antagonis-
tic response of olfactory receptors. (b) The signaling transduction cascade where the
feedback or inhibitory function of Cl− channels are illustrated. Picture adapted from
[Imai and Sakano, 2008]

that the understanding of stage 1 and 2 of the olfactory system is what is important for
the development of a protein-based biosensor.

1.1.1 Olfactory receptors

As described above, ORs have been identified as the central actors in olfaction with
recent experiments supporting the notion that ORs alone, even when expressed in het-
erologous systems, can be activated to transduce the signaling cascade like the one ob-
served in isolated neurons or in the natural host [Hallem and Carlson, 2006, Hallem et al., 2006,
Hallem et al., 2004]. Moreover, the olfactory system is often likened to the immune sys-
tem because of its openness to a priori detect and interpret the molecular structure of
almost any odorant whether it was synthesized yesterday, or whether it will be detected
years from now. Where does this hypervariability come from?

Within the OR family, the gene sequence similarity ranges from 40% to 90%. Hence,
what effectively classifies them as a family is the loci of expression and the odorant



Figure 1.3: The neuroepithelium consists of three cell types: OSN, sustentacular (glial) cells lending
the epithelia a larger surface area and basal cells from which the OSN are regenerated
upon cell death (left). The olfactory neuron axons protrude to the OB where individ-
ual OSNs converge onto glomeruli; knoblike structures on the neuropili where the sig-
nal is relayed to mitral cells and higher brain structures (right). Picture adapted from
[Firestein, 2001]

binding property. An olfactory receptor has yet to be crystallized, but genetic analyses
has identified hypervariable gene sequences in the regions that in the protein will con-
stitute α helices 3, 4 and 5. These regions are believed to serve as the odorant binding
pocket [Pilpel and Lancet, 1999].

Odorants

An odorant is characterized as any molecule capable of eliciting a response from an
olfactory neuron. Odorants are volatilized organic or inorganic molecules, mainly con-
sisting of C-, H- and O-atoms. Some odorants also contains N- and S-atoms, and rarely
metal ions or heteroatoms such as Cl− or Br−. Odorants are <400Da in size, larger than
which they are either not volatile enough to be sensed or too big to fit into an olfactory
receptor binding pocket. The later conclusion stems from the observation that anosmo-
sis; the inability to sense an odor, is particularly pronounced at the upper size detection
limit. Odorants are known to be sensed at concentrations in the ppb to ppm range al-
though this number varies between odorants, individuals and species. The odorants
chosen for testing the biosensor are given in table below. The odorants are selected be-



Olfactory receptor Odorant(s) bound Reference(s)
hOR17-209 esters (isoamyl acetate) [Matarazzo et al., 2005]
mOR175-1 2-heptanone, isoamyl acetate [Gaillard et al., 2002, Rouquier et al., 1998]
hOR17-210 ketones (acetophenone, camphor) [Matarazzo et al., 2005]
mOR171-2 (M71) acetophenone, benzaldehyde [Bozza et al., 2002, Belluscio et al., 2002]
Olfr226 (rat) 2,4-Dinitrotoluene (DNT) [Radhika et al., 2007]
mOR276-1 (G7) (+/-) limonene [Malnic et al., 2004]
mOR174-9 (EG) eugenol, ethyl vanillin [Kajiya et al., 2001]
mOR174-4 (EV) ethyl vanillin [Kajiya et al., 2001]
mOR103-15 (I7) aliphatic aldehydes (heptanal) [Krautwurst et al., 1998, Araneda et al., 2000]
mOR22-1 (S19) aliphatic alcohols, carboxylic acids [Malnic et al., 1999]
mOR106-13 (S3) aliphatic alcohols [Malnic et al., 1999]
mOR31-4 aliphatic carboxylic acids [Saito et al., 2009, Saito, 2005]

cause of their known interaction with the GOI ORs (for physicochemical properties, see
supplementary materials table 7.1).

As mentioned above, in mammals sensing of odorants takes place on the surface of
olfactory neurons in the mucosal epithelia of the nasal cavity of vertebrates and on the
antennae sensory cells of invertebrates. Canines are well known to have a sensitivity
1000-fold higher than humans. The larger olfactory epithelial surface (170cm2 com-
pared to 100cm2 for humans) and the increased number and kind of olfactory receptors
per cm2, has been hypothesized as the main reason for the increased sensitivity and
selectivity. Due to this biological variability the characterization of molecules as odors
is a partly an empirical science, and a compound we experience as an odor may not be
odorous to other species and vice versa. An example of this is the ability of some fish
families to interpret amino acids as odors [Rhein and Cagan, 1983].

Odor intensity is given on a scale from 0 to 6 where 0 is ’odorless’ and 6 is intolerably
strong. In addition, the concentration of an odorant can also serve to change its odor
character [Malnic et al., 1999]. The limit of detection (LOD) of an odorant is given as
the concentration where 50% of a test panel fails to detect the odorant and the concen-
tration is given as the dilution factor required to reach LOD, where the European odor
unit, OUE = 1 at the detection limit. Once a compound is known to be an odorant its
detection and analysis is done using more standard physicochemical methods.

Gas chromatography (GC) is the most common analytical method to analyze, sepa-
rate and purify odorants. Purity is essential as low molecular compounds can easily
contaminate an odor, or generate odor from an otherwise odorless compound. An ex-
ample of this is the odorless retinol/ vitamin A. Although vitamin A is odorless, it is
photosensitive and oxidize readily in air to generate a floral/orange odor.

In addition to problems associated with linking an odor to its proper compound, the
odor perception of a compound has proven extremely unpredictable. The ability to ac-
curately predict the smell of, for example, a newly synthesized compound is going to



have, is of great financial and scientific interest. Yet, historically this feat has proven
extremely difficult and despite numerous efforts to decipher the underlying biological
and neurological mechanisms that lead to the interpretation of a particular smell, the
exact relationship between molecular structure/ conformation and odor perception re-
mains elusive. Thus, three competing, but not mutually exclusive theories have been
put forth to describe the perception of smell; shape theory, odotope theory and vibrational
theory, and we will describe them in the following section.

Smell perception

The generally accepted theory aiming to describe olfaction is the structure theory. Based
on the traditional ’lock and key’ mechanism, sufficient in explaining most protein lig-
and interactions encountered in molecular biology, it states that elicited odor is ex-
plained solely by the structural compatibility between the ’lock’/ odorant binding pocket
of the OR, and the odorant/ ’key’. There are however observations where odorants
that are structurally identical smell differently. One example of this are the metal-
locenes ferrocene Fe(η5 − C5H5)

2 and nickelocene Ni(η5 − C5H5)
2 1 that are struc-

turally identical yet smell differently, see figure 1.4. In order to explain how the na-
ture of the central atom, which doesn’t affect the overall conformation, may be respon-
sible for the change in odor character, the structure theory falls short. The odotope

Figure 1.4: Ball and stick model of the molecular structure of nickelocene and ferrocene respectively.
The similarity in structure, yet difference in odor character has made it an example of how
structure based smell predictions may fail and is advocated as an example to support the
vibration theory of odor prediction.

theory is similar to the structure theory but describes a molecule according to the
’odotopes’ it is composed of. An odotope is a functional group/ structural motif, and
an odorant is typically composed of several odotopes, hence, the smell perceived is be-
lieved to be a function of all odotopes present in the molecule and their intramolec-
ular arrangement [Mori and Shepherd, 1994]. This theory has been used to explain

1η5- referring to the hapticity or coordination of ligand to the central atom, superscript x denoting num-
ber of ligand atoms coordinated by the central atom



why the large pool of different ORs bind not one but multiple odorants with vari-
ous affinities. Hence, the discriminatory power of the olfactory system is believed to
be achieved by different odorants being recognized by various combinations of ORs
[Peterlin et al., 2008, Malnic et al., 1999, Rhein and Cagan, 1983]. Yet, this theory also
fails in describing the different smells from the metallocenes.

The last theory; vibration theory originally postulated by McClare and later com-
municated by Turin, surfaced to try to explain this and other phenomena [Turin, 2009,
Turin, 2008]. Vibration theory describe odor character as a result of the relative charge
distribution within the overall uncharged odorant molecules, causing the ORs to func-
tion as inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopes (IETS). The elasticity or translational
vibrations of filled or unfilled molecular orbitals, account for the observed variability in
seemingly identical odorants, for more on conventional metallic conductor IETS see for
example [Scudiero et al., 2001, Friesen et al., 2010]. By taking two structurally identical
odorants such as acetophenone and its fully deuterated analogue acetophenone-d8, ob-
served to differ substantially in smell, and for them deriving mathematically derived
vibration spectra, Turin argued that the differences in smell were due to the differences
in theoretical spectra obtained by using semi-empirical quantum chemistry and simple
mathematical algorithms to display a translational frequency intensity as a function of
wave number [Turin, 1996].

In the scientific community, the aversion to adopting vibration theory has been partly
due to the difficulty of proving or disproving the hypothesis using methods available
at the time of its postulation. Nevertheless, it is an interesting interpretation that smell
could be a spectral sense, as is vision and hearing, and it provides an alternative and
possibly complementary explanation the difficulty of predicting odorant-OR interac-
tions.

In vitro transcription translation

In order to enable structural and biophysical analyses of transmembrane proteins, mil-
ligram quantities, which is well above the endogenous levels of most membrane pro-
teins are required. Thus, in vivo over expression of synthesized, labeled and codon
optimized gene fragments in a stable transformed/ transfected vector, is a common
strategy in molecular biology.

Membrane proteins are considerably more difficult to produce in vivo or in vitro as
compared to their soluble counterparts [White, 2004]. Due to the biochemical and bio-
physical characteristics of these large, hydrophobic proteins their overexpression in
vivo is often cytotoxic, if at all possible, resulting in low yields and/ or presence of
insoluble inclusion bodies of protein aggregates[Savage et al., 2007]. Thus, despite the
overwhelming number of genes coding for membrane proteins; estimated to 30% of
encoded genes in completely sequenced organisms, they account for less than 1% of
known high resolution structures. have been successfully expressed, purified, charac-



terized and even fewer crystal structures are available [Loll, 2003, Cherezov et al., 2007].
To enable mg production of olfactory receptors, in vitro transcription translation pro-

tocols; with stabilizing and solubilizing detergents (substituting a membrane) forming
so-called protein detergent complexes (PDT) have been developed. In vitro transcrip-
tion translation entails the cell-free protein production outside the cell by the use of
amino acids in solution and other co-factors required for protein synthesis. Proteins can
either be produced cell-free in an aggregated/ denatured state and then solubilized, or
they can be produced in the presence of solubilizing detergents [Klammt et al., 2006].
The latter method is more likely to yield a functional final protein product.
Early cell-free expression systems suffered from short lifetimes of under an hour, mostly
due to the rapid depletion of the high-energy phosphates that complexed with the
co-factor magnesium inhibiting protein synthesis. The development of continuous-
exchange cell-free (CECF) translation systems where the proteins synthesized by the
substrates and reagents of the reaction solution (RS) are continuously exchanged to a
product compartment, see figure 1.5. Thus, by separating the components with a semi-

Figure 1.5: Triticum aestivum (WG) in vitro cell-free expression setup with solvent exchange through
dialysis is achieved over a semi-permeable membrane allowing for continuous protein
synthesis.

permeable membrane the levels of protein synthesized was increased [Spirin et al., 1988].
By adding detergents directly to the CECF chamber proteins are translated directly into
amphiphilic detergent micelles (Cdetergent > Ccriticalmicelle(CMC)) helping them to re-
main soluble. Since detergents form non-covalent bonds with hydrophobic regions
of any molecule, it is important that the detergent does not prevent the correct pro-
tein fold or hider its synthesis. Thus, finding the optimal detergents for the solubiliza-
tion of MPs, has proven to be semi-empirical. Klammt et al. reported that long chain
polyoxyethylene-acyl-ethers like Brij- 58, as well as the steroid derivative Digitonin are
useful for the cell-free production of MPs in milligram amounts per milliliter reaction



solution (RS).
In previous work in our group both in vivo and in vitroprotocols have been performed

[Kaiser et al., 2008, Cook et al., 2009]. The human OR 17-4 - specific to the flowery odor-
ant bourgeonal Ð was produced, purified and detergent solubilized using either an
inducible mammalian cell line in vivo in a large scale bioreactor, or in vitro Triticum
aestivum/ wheat-germ (WG) extracts.

In vivo, the overproduction of ORs is challenging because of cytotoxicity as men-
tioned previously, but also because proteins are readily incorrectly folding and retained
in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), never reaching the cell membrane. Cook et al.
found that in the case of OR17-4 a glocosylation, a common and ill-understood post-
translational modification further reduced yield, possibly by means of complicating OR
folding. Therefore, in this study an amino acid substitution was made to prevent the
amino acid glycosylation. However, modifications such as these may also affect the
functionality of the final protein product. Size and structure prediction was approx-
imated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) followed by structural analysis with
circular dichroism (CD) [Cook et al., 2009].

As the cost of protein production in mammalian cell lines is significant in vitro tran-
scription translation procedures in eukaryotic WG-based cell-free systems was attempted.
Low level expression of soluble ORs was achieved [Kaiser et al., 2008]. The expression
in WG was promising yet expression of membrane proteins in bacterial systems has still
been unsuccessful. This difficulty is probably due to challenges inherent to bacterial bi-
ology such as the plasma membrane in prokaryotes being significantly different and
naturally lacking GPCRs, and the organelles supporting their folding into the mem-
brane being absent.

Thus, as a side goal of this work we attempted to produce functional ORs by in vitro
transcription translation in E.coli. We approached this by using the commercially avail-
able cell-free assays in WG and the detergent conditions optimized in previous work,
and applying it to a commercially available cell-free assay in E.coli.

It should be noted that although protein production with significant yields is a limit-
ing factor in high-resolution MP structure determination, the use of detergent micelles
that enable protein expression by protein solubilization also presents problems. First,
the protein detergent complexes (PDC) form large heterogeneous complexes and some
detergents are only available in low purity and/or are practically impossible to remove
from the MPs. Second, detergents and impurities are asymmetric molecules and thus
scatter light which can interfere with most optical structure determination methods.
Third, since the mass ratio of protein to detergent in PDCs are often as much as 3:1,
and since detergents interact with hydrophobic molecules non-specifically, the intro-
duction of odorants to OR-DCs in the hopes of detecting specific interactions is chal-
lenging. This problem will be discussed further in the section on signal transduction in
the biosensor.



1.1.2 Lipocalins and odorant binding proteins

However, one key observation to understanding why this project include the study of
both ORs and odorant binding proteins (OBPs) is that the ORs of terrestrial mammals
exist in an aqueous environment, yet detect primarily hydrophobic odorants from air.
So how do these hydrophobic molecules get solubilized in the highly aqueous mucosa
before coming in contact with the ORs?

Physically speaking, the odorants could diffuse passively, or they could be actively
transported to the site of OR interaction. Diffusion alone is rate limiting, thus, the aque-
ous solubility of hydrophobic odorants is thought to be greatly enhanced via shuttling
through transport proteins. These transport proteins belong to the family of lipocalins
and are represented in vertebrates by the odorant binding proteins (OBPs) present in
the mucosal fluid of the main olfactory epithelium (MOE). In the case of some inverte-
brates like the Anopheles gambiae (An.gamb) from which we derive the OBP-PEST protein
used in this study, so-called chemosensory proteins and pheromone binding proteins
(PBP) involved in the VNS are also present [Pelosi and Maida, 1995, Pelosi et al., 2006].

Like OBP-PEST, bovine β-lactoglobulin is a lipocalin protein and a major compo-
nent in bovine milk whey and as such readily available at a low price. β-LG is com-
posed of 162 aa with 2 disulfide bonds (Cys66-Cys160, Cys106-Cys119) and high reso-
lution structures and its folding transitions have been well characterized, see figure 1.6
[Hattori et al., 2005, Hattori et al., 1993]. The role of β-LG is unknown but due to large
sequence homology and similar three dimensional structure to plasma retinol binding
protein it is believed to serve a role as a transport protein for hydrophobic molecules
[Godovac-Zimmermann et al., 1985]. β-LG, like many mammalian lipocalins, displays
a β-sheet structure composed of nine antiparallel β-sheets and one α-helix. It is often
used in folding studies as it is a highly stable protein that easily refolds upon denat-
uration. However, this refolding is believed to proceed through alternative structure
intermediates which are easy to study in this protein because of the relative simplicity
[Kuwajima et al., 1996].

As the production of OBP-PEST had not yet yielded mg quantities we chose β-LG as a
lipocalin analog to develop standard operating procedures (SOP) for initial biophysical
studies using Circular dichroism spectrometry (CD). In the experiments presented here
we investigated the solubility, stability and the conformational transitions of β-LG, as a
result of solvent and temperature changes.

Secondary structure determination with Circular Dichroism

A beam of light has both an electric and a magnetic field associated with it. Polarization
by the use of prisms and filters cause the electric component to oscillate sinusoidally in
a plane. The wave is composed of a right (ER) and a left (EL) vector component, which
due to the magnetic field; causing a circulation of charge normal to the E, trace out



Figure 1.6: High-resolution X-Ray structure of β-LG in native open conformation (left), and X-Ray
structure at pH 6.2 prior to a so-called Tanford transition which causes an asymmetric
conformational change at higher pH (right) [Sakurai and Goto, 2006].

circles, rotating clockwise and counterclockwise respectively, see figure 1.7. Molecules
with restricted rotational bond energy are asymmetric and absorb these vector compo-
nents unequally. The resulting physical property is a difference in absorbance; ∆E=ER-
ELor in degrees ellipticity (Θ), which is defined as the angle whose tangent is the ra-
tio between the minor and major ellipse component, and can be measured. Circular

Figure 1.7: Far UV CD spectra displaying typical known secondary structure elements (a), and
known proteins with predominantly single secondary structure composition (b). Picture
reprinted from [http : //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F ile : Linearlypol.png]

Dichroism (CD) is a spectroscopic technique which uses the above mentioned physical
properties of molecules to analyze the difference in torsion of left- and right handed
polarized light of the molecule of interest. In biophysics CD is used to assess the sec-
ondary structure, and to a certain degree also the tertiary structure of peptides and
proteins [http : //www.ap− lab.com/circular_dichroism.htm]. In a CD spectra [Θ], the
molar ellipticity in deg cm2 dmol−1=3.298∆E, is for example measured as a function
of temperature at a constant wavelength, or as a function of wavelength at a constant
temperature. Due to the regularity of the amides of the polypeptide backbone a certain



regularity is observed for higher secondary order structures, resulting in characteristic
CD spectra for structures such as α-helices, β-sheets, and random coils. A denatured
protein with full rotational freedom will (theoretically) have a [Θ]=0, whereas all pro-
teins with some regularity in structure will deviate from zero and display CD spectra
with a component from either of the possible secondary structure groups, see figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Far UV CD spectra displaying typical known secondary structure elements (a), and
known proteins with predominantly single secondary structure composition (b). Picture
reprinted from [Greenfield, 2006].

The advantages of CD, in comparison to NMR and X-Ray crystallography, is that
very small amounts are tolerated <20µg and can be performed in a matter of hours.
However, it does not provide residue specific information and is sensitive, especially in
the ′Far UV′ (180-250nm) region to most impurities and buffers that may scatter light.
In addition to structural determinations CD can also be used to study ligand binding
thermodynamics and kinetics.

For an excellent review and protocol on CD spectrometry and animations of the circu-
larly polarized light vector see (http : //www.enzim.hu/∼szia/ccdemo/) and [Greenfield, 2006].

Mass spectrometry of OBP-PEST

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful tool for general, yet sensitive, analysis of ioniz-
able chemical and biological samples, of very different origin, relative abundance and
concentration. It has found use in various fields of chemistry and biology for the iden-
tification and quantification of known, as well as unknown compounds. MS provides
another alternative for protein identification. In addition to identification and char-
acterization, sequencing of peptides and proteins is possible with mass spectrometry
using so-called tandem mass spectrometry.



In essence, a mass spectrometer is a femtomole accuracy scale, weighing a wide va-
riety of compounds from simple to increasingly complex mixtures [Wilm et al., 1996].
This is performed by ionizing proteins or peptides, and measuring their mass to charge
ratio (m/z), by detecting their (m/z) dependent properties in an electric and/or mag-
netic field. Prior to mass spectrometry, an amino acid sequence was determined by de-
grading proteins and peptides, by non-specific hydrolysis or using chemical, physical
and/or enzymatic step-wise degradation. Traditionally, a chemical step-wise degra-
dation known as Edman degradation was used for sequencing short, high purity, and
relatively low concentration peptide samples [EDMAN, 1949]. The Edman degrada-
tion is for some purposes still implemented today due to its low cost. Main limita-
tions include low throughput, questionable reproducibility, reaction specificities (free
N-termini etc.), limiting the length of peptide that can be sequenced, and the modifi-
cations it can have (prolines and acetylated N-termini being especially difficult). In the
1990-ies mass spectrometry replaced the Edman reaction, as it demonstrates increased
sensitivity, less stringent purity requirements and better time efficiency, thereby en-
abling larger sample mixtures to be analyzed [Steen and Mann, 2004].

A mass spectrometer consists of three separate parts; an ion source, a mass analyzer,
and a detector (see figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of common ion sources.(i) Matrix assisted laser desorption ion-
ization (MALDI) and (ii) electrospray ionization (ESI). Routine mass analyzers include the
quadrupole (Q),quadropole ion trap (QIT), time-of-flight (TOF), Fourier transform ion cy-
clotron resonance (FT-ICR) exemplified by the Orbitrap. In all mass analyzers but the FT-
ICR (where the detector is integrated with the mass analyzer), an external detector amplifies
the signal from the primary ions by, for example, acceleration in an electron multiplier (EM)
detector. Own picture.

In liquid chromatography tandem MS (LC-MS/MS) the mass or rather the mass-to-
charge ratio of the ions generated are detected and displayed in a mass spectrum as
total ion count (TIC) as a function of the elution time. Upon data analysis the MS/MS
peak spectra the peptide mass is estimated and the informations is converted, from the
MS hardware generated Xcalibur software (Thermo scientific) .raw files, to .mgf files,
compatible for analysis with the search engine, in this case Mascot. The search engine



helps identify peptides, and assembles them into the corresponding protein hits, by
comparing the set to the selected protein database according to organism.

Due to the sensitivity of the technology and the sample preparation strategy to digest
proteins with, a sequence specific protease such as trypsin to produce more ionizable
peptide, many more peptides than present proteins are found. Depending on the pep-
tides overlap to the sequences of proteins in a species specific database the hits that are
reported with a statistical score/cut-off value, depending on their peptide mass accu-
racy (instrument dependent tolerance is used) and resemblance to the real peptide, and
whether another and/or a better hit/peptide has already been reported for that pro-
tein. To remove false positives, searches are run agains the true protein database, but
also against a so-called decoy database, containing the reversed nonsense variations
of the complete translated genome sequence [Elias and Gygi, 2007]. The reliability of
the identification is thus dependent on factors such as the quality of the database, the
length of the peptide and number of identified peptides per protein. Although reliable
protein identifications can be made from single peptides, in general the more peptides
that are matched to a protein the more confident one is that the identification is not
random but actually correct.

Following protein expression the identity of the OBP-PEST is determined by mass
spectrometry.

1.2 The RealNose biosensor

1.2.1 Background and challenges

According to the definitions and classifications of the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), a biosensor is a self-contained integrated device, which is ca-
pable of providing specific quantitative or semi-quantitative analytical information using a bio-
logical recognition element (biochemical receptor) which is retained in direct spatial contact with
an electrochemical transduction element. Moreover, they state that biosensors may be classi-
fied according to the biological specificity-conferring mechanism or, alternatively, to the mode
of physico-chemical signal transduction [Thévenot et al., 2001]. The envisioned biosensor
best adheres to the former classification, as the form of signal transduction mechanism
implemented will depend on the nature of the signal generated, which remains to be
determined. The mechanism of signal transduction of the odorant-protein biosensor,
nicknamed RealNose (for the attempted mimicry of the animal nose) can be optimized
post-identification of a detectable protein-odorant signal, and the available techniques
will be discussed later in this section. As stated by the IUAPAC, certain criteria (sensitiv-
ity, operational and linear concentration range, detection and quantitative determination limits,
selectivity, steady-state and transient response times, throughput, reproducibility, stability and
lifetime), specific to the biosensor must be met before a final application of the biosensor



is commercialized. However, these criteria will only be discussed briefly throughout
this report as the proof-of concept; detection of a signal, remains to be realized.

The incentive for developing the RealNose stems from the current lack of a versa-
tile, portable and inexpensive odorant sensor. At present, most commercially avail-
able biosensors, regardless of target compounds, have limitations in either of the above
mentioned characteristics or in the multiplexing capabilities. An example of a much-
appreciated biosensor that meet theses criteria, while being one-compound specific, is
the blood glucose meter for measuring glycemia.

The currently available and most accurate biosensor for the separation, detection and
identification of small organic molecules is in all likelihood a liquid or gas chromatog-
raphy system, hyphenated to a mass spectrometer (L/GC-MS). Mass spectrometry al-
lows for the direct detection of mixtures of odorants reporting their mass-to-charge
ratio (m/z). The power of the technique lies in the mass accuracy; thereby inferring se-
lectivity and specificity to the analysis, all in a reasonable time frame. L/GC-MS holds
future promise as a chemical sensor for odorant detection due to recent technological
advancement, for example, Orbitrap/FT-ICR mediated mass accuracy, and miniatur-
ization [Hu et al., 2005, Malcolm et al., 2010]. Nevertheless, current technology is very
expensive and has not yet reached portability, thus excluding MS from this study. There
are also more traditional so-called olfactometers that are used to gauge the odor de-
tection threshold of substances by relative intensity and concentration measurements.
However to identify the odor a human or canine test panel with empirical odor knowl-
edge is used, which makes it also excessively expensive and time consuming method
of odorant detection and identification.

The feasibility of a functional biosensor based on the olfactory system in vitrofor in-
direct detection of odorants is acknowledged to be low, however, the understanding
of protein expression, purification; odorant specificity and selectivity; as well as the
detection and identification of odorant binding events, represents avenues for scien-
tific discovery. The biological understanding of the physico-chemical properties of the
proteins studied is equally important, and is the main focus of this thesis.

1.2.2 Technical description

The biosensor will be composed of four distinct subsystems: 1) odorant intake, storage
and delivery, 2) protein detection, 3) signal transduction (post-detection of odorant-
protein interaction), and 4) signal pattern recognition (peak-picking, signal-to-noise op-
timization, identification). Due to the limited relevance of subsystems 3 and for only
subsystems 1 and 2 will be described here.



Odorant intake

Odorants are small organic molecules typically soluble in organic solvents (occasionally
in aqueous solution), which due to their high vapor pressure2 and is easily transferred
to the gas phase. To allow for device portability a microfluidic device for odorant de-
livery is required. For optimal sensitivity the odorant intake should also take place
over a large surface area, see figure 1.10. The odorant intake can be achieved either by

Figure 1.10: A proposed miniature detector layer with the microfluidic odorant intake (left), and the
bubble odorant delivery to the immobilized proteins surrounded by an artificial mucus
layer (right). Picture adapted from [Garstecki et al., 2006].

direct transport (in the gas phase) through negative aspiration into the device (a), or
by constant frequency intake and transport in bubbles through a laminar microfluidic
flow in a mucus-like liquid (b), so-called bubble logic [Prakash and Gershenfeld, 2007].
Although the former method (a) would be the starting point due to its simplicity, it
requires the detector layer i.e. the proteins to be stable and functional in the dry state.
This is unlikely as these proteins are embedded in a mucus layer in vivo. Alternatively,
should the proteins be non-functional in the dry state, the surface could be wetted post-
odorant delivery since many proteins regain functionality upon resolubilization, this
may however be difficult for the ORs as they easily aggregate rendering them useless.
The latter method of odorant delivery; (b), would infer a liquid-air interface, as well
as a periodic odorant intake. This is hypothesized to facilitate ligand binding affin-
ity recordings by mimicking the biological system; where the proteins are wetted and
odorants are delivered through sniffing for a transient response. In conclusion, the
bubble logic may present significant technical challenges regardless of the nature of the
detector layer.

2The vapor pressure (Pvap) is temperature dependent and is usually given in (bar, kPa or atm) at ambient
temperature (RT) or 20◦C. Ethylene glycol is an example of a compound with low Pvap of 0.005 bar,
whereas butane has a moderately high Pvap of 2.2 bar.



Detector layer - selection of odorant binding proteins

In the prelude to this work we proposed a biosensor mimicking the biological sys-
tem, composed of on-chip immobilized odorant binding proteins. Hypothetically, the
protein-based detector layer would, upon odorant-protein interaction, generate a signal
proportional to the bimolecular binding affinity. Eventually, the goal could be to either
have a single use protein chip, or to have a detector layer that is self-renewable. The
detected and transduced signal from each odorant-protein interaction would produce
a fingerprint. By signal patterning with peak-picking algorithms and fitting to reduce
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) the signal generated from the odorant binding to the OR
is processed. If sufficient selectivity is achieved for each pair, odorant mixes could be
analyzed, thereby generating a selective multiplexed biosensor.

To link gene synthesis and protein synthesis allowing for a detector that can be re-
plenished, the possibility of having an in situ cell-free DNA expression and biosynthe-
sis, on-chip has been demonstrated by members of our group [Kong et al., 2007]. The
on-chip protein expression represents an advance in biotechnology; decreasing biosen-
sor operation costs long term as well as increasing device performance. Nevertheless,
since its integration complicates downstream biophysical analyses that are instrumen-
tal to assess protein integrity and functionality, it will not be implemented until a proof-
of-concept protein detector has been established.

The first step towards developing a protein detector layer is the chemical and bio-
physical analysis of suitable protein candidates, odorants, and odorant-protein pairs.
Here, we chose a total of 13 proteins known to be important to olfaction. The proteins
belong either to the family of lipocalins, which are small, soluble and stable, or to the
family of olfactory receptors. Specifically, we selected one odorant binding lipocalin
protein (obp) and 12 different olfactory receptors (ORs). In the case of the ORs cho-
sen most ligand odorants are known [Hallem and Carlson, 2006, Hallem et al., 2006].
However, the use of ORs in the detector layer presents several challenges:

• OR protein expression yield vey low amounts of soluble protein making analysis
time consuming and cumbersome.

• The biosynthesis of the ORs in detergents may affect overall protein structure and
modifications thereby possibly compromising their functional integrity.

• Methods measuring protein structure and functionality in solution such as, for ex-
ample, CD or NMR are challenging due to the impurities and detergents present
in the PDCs which scatter waves/ light. Removal of the detergents is difficult as
it causes the OR to aggregate and possibly lose functionality by denaturation.

• Due to the hydrophobicity of odorant molecules they bind non-specifically to the
detergents in the PDCs in addition to a possible selective OR interaction. Due to
the high detergent to protein ratio the additive effect of these small interactions



may shadow a specific interaction, or produce a low S/N, making the detection
of an OR-odorant binding difficult to reproduce.

• Although some odorant-OR interactions are known, an OR has yet to be crys-
tallized3, thus, the structure and nature of the interaction of the odorant binding
pocket is unknown.

• The difference in size between odorant (<400Da) and OR (>90kDa) makes other
signal transduction methods, such as Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) or Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (QCM) assessing the functionality of the heterologously ex-
pressed protein, challenging.

In conclusion odorant binding is a reversible and relatively weak interaction and
since each OR may bind several odorants with various affinities, the small differences
in these binding events are difficult to detect. Even if a signal can be measured, the
low S/N or conversely the high expected intra experiment variance may cause irrepro-
ducibilities to the detector layer, which will impact the final performance of the device.

To simplify the detector layer detergents should be avoided and the protein should
be stable in solution. The protein size should be smaller allowing for smaller mass
differences and should be produced in large quantities to allow for easy testing. The
protein should bind odorants but the interaction could be less specific as the expected
noise is lower. Thus, the obp is selected as an alternative to the ORs due to its small
size, easy large-scale production and stability, although its ligand odorant/-s remains
to be determined.

3X-ray crystallography requires a minimum of 95% purity as well as mg quantities of protein. In addition,
if the protein is large and hydrophobic, fusion proteins and other conjugates or truncations may be
necessary for crystallization.





2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

The plasmid extraction protocol, DNA gel extraction protocol and in vitro transcription
translation protocols were from Qiagen (Germantown, MD). Oligonucleotides and PCR
primers for pIVEX 2.3d and PET-28a+ were from (IDT, Newark, NJ). Enzymes and liga-
tion protocols were from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA) unless stated otherwise.
SDS-PAGE gels e.g. NuPAGE Novex Bis-tris gels (4-12%, 10%), competent cells (GT115,
DH5α) and pcDNA4/TO was from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). pIVEX vectors and RTS
100 Wheat Germ CECF Kit were from Roche (Basel, Switzerland). PET-28a+ and KOD
was from Novagen; Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Miscellaneous laboratory equip-
ment and chemicals was from VWR International (Radnor, PA) . The genes of interest
(GOI) were synthesized by GeneArt AG (Regensburg, Germany). QS Crystal cuvettes;
path lengths 1 and 10mm were from Hellma. The circular dichroism experiments were
performed on an Aviv 202 CD spectrometer (Aviv Biomedical, Lakewood, NJ). For de-
tailed protocols, materials and buffer composition see supplementary information.

2.2 Design and synthesis of gene-vector constructs

The genes of interest (GOI) were synthesized de novo (GeneArt AG, Regensburg, Ger-
many)1 The nucleotide sequences for the 13 ORs and OBP-PEST used in this study were
obtained from GenBank, see Gene synthesis section in supplementary information (SI)
for NCBI accession numbers and gene ID. To the corresponding gene sequences the
following corrections were made to enable cloning, expression and subsequent purifi-
cation procedures:

I. The gene sequences were codon optimized, in order to avoid rare codons in the or-
ganisms used for heterologous protein expression, and designed for subsequent
insertion into pIVEX 2.3d; E.coli, pIVEX 1.3d; WG and pcDNA4/TO; HEK293S
GnTI− respectively, see figure 2.1 for vector maps. Using Codon Usage Database

1The construction of synthetic genes typically enables more efficient protein transcription and translation,
is cost-effective and less time consuming than site directed mutagenesis of their natural counterparts
or addition of rare codon tRNAs [Burgess-Brown et al., 2008, Makrides, 1996]. Furthermore, gene syn-
thesis enables cloning and offers the ability to design a gene according to subsequent expression and
purification methods.
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(http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/) for each species , a joint optimization was
performed (see SI Codon optimization), with preference for mammalian codons
as the proof of principle of OR production was established in a mammalian cell
line (HEK293S GnTI−). The optimization resulted in the use of the following
codons:

II. A C-terminal tag; rhodopsin/ID4 Rho or streptavidin tag was inserted to allow
efficient purification using affinity and/or size exclusion chromatography (AC/
SEC) post gene transcription and translation. The tags are placed C-terminally
spaced with a amino acid glycine-serine linker (-GSSG-) to enhance the gene-to-
tag flexibility upon purification and detection.

III. In the case of the ORs a hybrid consensus sequence; (5′ GCCACCACC3′) was
placed directly upstream of the start codon ATG acting as a eukaryotic Kozak and
a prokaryotic Shine Delgarno (SD) ribosomal binding site to allow plasmid repli-
cation in both eukaryotic (HEK293S GnTI− and WG) and in prokaryotic (E.coli)
cell lines, respectively. This also requires a guanoside nucleotide requirement im-
mediately after the start codon, changing the DNA sequence in eight of the twelve
OR genes. The small and flexible Glycine codon (GGC) is inserted to provide the
G, while minimizing the effect on overall protein structure.

IV. The gene construct for OBP-PEST contained a g10 enhancer ribosomal binding
site for expression in E.coli. Also a thrombin site was included C-terminally of
the gene to allow for thrombin proteolytic cleavage should the tag interfere with
subsequent purification or functionality.

V. All OR genes were designed with addition of plasmid compatible RE sites; one
EcoR1 site at the 5′ end, one NcoI RE site integrated into the start codon, and one
XhoI RE site at the 3′ end to allow for cloning. All randomly occurring EcoR1,
NcoI and XhoI RE within the respective genes were removed through codon op-
timization, so as not to interfere with cloning. The plasmid and genes were ana-
lyzed for RE site contents using NEB cutter V2.0 (http://tools.neb.com/NEBcutter2/)

VI. The OBP gene was designed with addition of one XbaI RE site at the 5′ end, one
NcoI RE site integrated into the start codon, and one XhoI RE site at the 3′ end
for cloning into the PET28a+ plasmid expression vector. All randomly occurring
XbaI, NcoI and XhoI RE sites within the gene was removed through codon opti-
mization, so as not to interfere with cloning.



Figure 2.1: Vector table over plasmid vectors used for OR mammalian in vivo (a), OBP-PEST E.coli in
vivo (b), OR E.coli in vitro (c), and Triticum aestivum (WG) in vitro (d) expression respec-
tively



The ORs ranged in size from 312 to 346 amino acids (aa) including the additional
-GSSG- linker and respective tags; 11 aa with the streptavidin (strep) tag (WSPQFEK)
and 13 aa with the ID4 Rho tag (TETSQVAPA). The ID4 Rho tag was chosen for its
mild elution conditions, relative small size and because of its demonstrated ability
to purify possibly functional olfactory receptors [Cook et al., 2009, Reeves et al., 1996,
Reeves et al., 2002]. The Rho tag is however an antibody (ab)-epitope tag and as such
very expensive. The strep-tag is therefore investigated for one of the 13 genes as a pos-
sible ID4 Rho tag replacement as it is small in size, has a very strong affinity to biotin
or biotin-like matrices, and is readily available and therefore comparatively cheap. The
average length of the DNA genes was calculated as 1058bp.

Gene synthesis can be performed either via synthesis by ligation (DNA ligase) or by
synthesis by polymerization (DNA polymerase) [Young and Dong, 2004]. The online
DNAWorks software (http://helixweb.nih.gov/dnaworks/) is used to parse oligos for
construction of the 1050bp OR genes [Hoover and Lubkowski, 2002]. The 20-45bp oli-
gos are generated from partly complementary sense and antisense strands. Between
the double stranded overlaps, the extension of single stranded DNA is allowed to pro-
ceed in PCA; a gene synthesis technique using standard polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) [Mullis et al., 1992]. The input parameters are numerous but include sequence,
non-degenerate or degenerate codon usage, species (affecting the codon optimization),
codon stringency, annealing temperature (Tm), preferred oligo length, as well as PCR
reaction variables such as Mg2+ cofactor, salt and oligo starting concentration. DNA-
Works assign scores to all the possible oligos generated, from which a suitable set can
be chosen. A high fidelity polymerase with 3′-5′ exonuclease proofreading activity is
also a requisite such as, for example, KOD (Novagen, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) or
Phusion (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), is required to minimize the errors in
gene synthesis.

The synthesis is optimal for genes <1000bp and although initial gene synthesis of
OR-17-4 was successful , the in-house synthesis of the remaining ORs was discarded
after some consideration as (a) it can be error prone due to OR gene size, and (b) it
is too time-consuming considering the time constraints of the project.. Furthermore,
results regarding the appropriate expression and purification system and tags for each
OR respectively are essential. Thus PCA for the ORs will only be used at a later stage
if optimization of tags, cloning sites or cloning vectors will prove essential for efficient
OR production. For a more detailed protocol (modified from original by Carr et al,
personal communication) please see supplementary information (SI).

2.3 Molecular biology methods

Detailed protocols are given in the following sections, briefly GeneArt delivered GOIs
come in a PET-28a+ vector construct see (b) in figure 2.1. In order for the OR or OBP



genes to be inserted into the respective cell lines for expression the gene fragments were
amplified (transformation) in a PET-28a+ compatible cell line; Escherichia coli (DH5α)
strain, and plated onto (Luria Bertani) LB plates under a kanamycin (kan) selection
pressure. Several colonies were harvested and grown to OD600nm of 0.4-0.6 in 5ml sus-
pension cultures. Following cell lysis and plasmid extraction the clones containing the
plasmids with OR genes are selected and the ORs are cleaved out of the PET-28a+ vec-
tor (5369 bp) using NcoI and XhoI restriction endonucleases (REs) and inserted/ ligated
into pIVEX 2.3d (3560 bp). The re-cloned gene-constructs are transformed into (DH5α)
strain, and plated onto LB plates under an ampicillin (amp) selection pressure. The cell
lysis, plasmid extraction and colony selection procedure is repeated. The generation of
correct constructs was verified with RE cleavage and gel electrophoresis, colony PCR
and DNA sequencing respectively.The OBP-PEST gene was designed to be expressed
in vivo directly from the PET-28a+ vector construct, thus no re-cloning was necessary.
OBP-PEST was transformed into Escherichia coli (BL21 (DE3)-STAR-pLysS) strain. The
cloning into pIVEX1.3d (WG) and pcDNA4/TO (HEK293S) was not a part of this thesis
work and is therefore not discussed here.

2.3.1 Preparing competent cells

A colony or e.g. 20µl cell suspension GT115, DH5α or similar genotype bacteria was
grown in 5ml LB for O/N culturing. 200µl culture was inoculated in 100ml LB with
1ml (1:1000) of 50% glucose at 37◦C to an optical density (OD600nm) of 0.4-0.6.The cell
culture is aliquoted into 2x 50ml falcon tubes and placed on ice before being pelleted at
5000rpm for 15min (4◦C). The cell pellets were resuspended in 2x20ml pre-chilled 0.1M
CaCl2 and incubated on ice for 30min. The cells were pelleted gently at 1500rpm for
10min (4◦C), and then gently resuspended in 1ml CaCl2 after which they were incu-
bated at 4◦C for 1hr 2 A volume of 50 -100µl was used per transformation.

2.3.2 DNA transformation

DH5α or GT115 competent cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were used 3. The
cells are transformed according to manufacturerÕs protocol. Briefly, the competent
cells stored at -80◦C were thawed on ice, gently mixed and aliquoted into 50 µl for each

2Cells can be stored at 4◦C with no reduction in transformation efficiency for 3-4 days or in -80◦C for 12
weeks. If they are stored in -80◦C they should be resuspended in Hogness freezing buffer or similar
to prevent dehydration upon freezing, which may have an effect on transformation efficiency, and
transformations should therefore be performed also for a control plasmid to assure cell viability over
longer storage times.

3Genotype DH5α: F− Φ80lacZ∆M15∆ (lacZYA-argF) U169recA1endA1hsdR17 (rk-,mk+)
phoAsupE44thi- 1gyrA96relA1λ-, or GT115: (F− mcrA D(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) F80lacZDM15
DlacX74 recA1endA1 Ddcm, uiad ( MluI): :pir-116, sbcC-sbcD), see manufacturer publications for
more information on nomenclature.



transformation. A total of 10 ng of plasmid DNA at a concentration of 2-10 (ng/µl),
quantified at 260 nm using a Nanodrop spectrometer, was added to the competent cells
and allowed to incubate on ice for 30 min. The cells are subsequently heat shocked
in a water bath at 42◦C for 20-30 sec (temperature range 37-45◦C vary depending on
cell type, see manufacturer notes), and then placed on ice for 2 min. The competent
cells are diluted 1:50 in pre-warmed SOC medium, incubated at 37◦C for 1hr 4 200µl of
the cells are plated in a 1:1, 1:10 and 1:50 dilution on pre-warmed selective plates. The
selection used for our plasmids was either ampicillin [100µg/ml] or aanamycin [100
µg/ml], depending which plasmid was used.

2.3.3 Plasmid extraction

Following plasmid transformation, a plasmid extraction is performed in order to iso-
late transformed and selected circular dsDNA i.e. extra chromosomal plasmid DNA
from ssDNA supercoiled, chromosomal bacterial DNA. The extraction protocol is a
rapid bacterial alkaline lysis method, so-called miniprep or maxiprep depending on
the amount extracted [Birnboim and Doly, 1979]. The bacterial cells are pelleted and
separated from the extracellular media, after which the bacterial cell wall is lysed using
alkaline buffers containing NaOH, disrupting hydrogen bonding between strands of
DNA, separating the dsDNA into ssDNA. It also contains the anionic surfactant SDS,
which help in the DNA extraction by disrupting cell walls, dissolving lipids and de-
naturing proteins that may otherwise bind to, compartmentalize and/or stabilize the
DNA. See SI, table ?? for materials and detailed protocol.

2.3.4 Restriction endonuclease cleavage

Restriction enzymes are DNA endonucleases that cleaves DNA, recognizing specific
regions in ds- or ssDNA. The recognition sites exist in bacteria and achaea and are
believed to have evolved to serve as a protection against e.g. viruses by excision of in-
corporated exogenous genetic material. The recognition sites are not always analogous
to the cleaving site and different endonucleases recognize and cleave different sites. In
molecular biology this versatility is used for gene design, and is essential for efficient
cloning procedures.

The plasmids were RE digested (NcoI/ NdeI/XbaI/XhoI) in RE dependent buffers
according to manufacturers protocol (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA). For example pIVEX2.3

4In the case of amp gene mediated resistance (ampr) the gene product (β-lactamase) confers antibiotic
resistance by hydrolyzing the β-lactam ring of the antibiotic, which otherwise kill cells by inhibiting
the G− cell membrane from being formed. The gene product takes approximately 1 hr to be abundant
enough to confer resistance, and allow bacteria with the ampr plasmid to survive. Other antibiotics
work in various ways to confer resistance thereby providing positive selection of the bacteria that has
incorporated the plasmid (transformation).



- NcoI digestion was performed as follows: 2-10µg plasmid DNA, 20µl BA 5, 20µl Neb
buffer 4, 5µl (5x) NcoI, brought with MQ water to a final reaction volume of 200µl
and incubated at 37◦C for 2hrs. The second digestion was performed on the cleavage
product of the first RE reaction by the addition of 5µl (10x) XhoI and incubated at 37◦C
for 2hrs6.

2.3.5 Ligation

When ligating restriction cleaved DNA fragments with blunt or sticky ends the use of
equimolar amounts of plasmid and insert is essential. REs that generate blunt ends that
are often more difficult to ligate than sticky ends were excluded. Inserting a fragment
into a cleaved linearized plasmid is not completely straightforward as complicating
side reactions may include self-circularization and/or concatemerization aside from
the bi-molecular ligation7

To reduce the probability of self-circularization and/or concatemerization of RE cleaved
DNA the digest was heat-inactivated at 65◦C for 20 min, and the ends dephosphory-
lated by antarctic phosphatase treatment (5U/µg plasmid-DNA) at 37◦C for 1hr. DNA
fragments/ plasmids were purified by gel purification in a 1-3% agarose in Tris Acetate
EDTA (TAE) buffer (increasing percentage for decreasing fragment size) with Ethidium
bromide (EtBr) (10µl in 22.5ml gel), and subsequently visualized under UV-light and
gel extracted.

Ligation was performed using NEBs Quick Ligation Kit. Briefly, 50 ng of plasmid
was added to a 3x molar excess of insert, and the total volume was adjusted to 20 µl
with MQ and 10 µl of 2x Quick Ligation buffer. 1 µl of Quick T4 Ligase was added. The
solution was vortexed and collected by centrifugation, and allowed to incubate for 15
min at RT. Ligation products are transformed anew on LB plates at 37◦C O/N.

5Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) help reduce REs adhesion to plastic surfaces and can help stabilized the
proteins during digestion.

6If the REs were buffer and function compatible a double digest i.e. simultaneous enzyme mixing and
digestion with an increase in digestion time, was performed. Although the REs in the above reaction
are double digest compatible, the above reaction was performed in series in order for analytical gels
after each cutting to be run, thereby validating the functionality of each RE.

7Plasmid self-circularization occurs when the DNA insert concentrations is too low (≤1µg/ml) i.e. the
local concentration of ends in the linearized plasmid is higher than the local concentration of the insert.
Whereas concatermerization occur when the concentration of both vector and insert is too high, as
the long linearized plasmids are in close proximity to both insert and other linearized plasmids and
the diffusion of fragments is faster. The bi-molecular ligation proceeds in two phases and at equal
and moderate concentrations of both DNA insert and DNA linearized plasmid. In the first phase the
local and global concentration of insert is the same and therefore the two DNA forms easily come
together and ligate. As the reaction proceeds the local insert concentration decreases favoring self-
circularization, but as the plasmid concentration is low, only limited concatamerization. Therefore a
gel electrophoresis after ligation typically yields three bands. The lowest; smaller and therefore faster
running DNA insert, the middle non-ligated/ self-circularized plasmid and the ligation product as the
highest running i.e. largest fragment.



2.3.6 Colony PCR

Colony PCR is a method designed as an alternative to DNA sequencing to quickly
screen for plasmid insert from E.coli colonies, without the time-consuming need for
colony selection and growth, cell lysis, plasmid extraction or sequencing (2-4 days). 2
primers, one forward and one reverse capable of amplifying all ORs were designed.
By flanking both pIVEX 2.3d sequence and OR sequence, correctly amplified fragments
would verify both plasmid and insert uniquely. The following primers were used:

T73876S-Forward (T72F); 5′- CAC CGC CAA AAT GCT GGC G -3′
Tm:60◦C, GC content: 63%, Mw:5,782.8

T74923A-Reverse (T72R); 5′- CGG TCC CAT TGA TTG CGT C -3′
Tm:56.7◦C, GC content: 57.8%, Mw:5,770.8

For the colony PCR the following components were mixed on ice, adding the enzyme
last. 5µl 5x PCR buffer (500mM KCl, 100mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 1.0% TritonX-100, 25mM
MgCl2), 0.5µl 10mM dNTPs, 0.4µl 0µM T72F, 0.4µl 10µM T72R, 22.5µl MQ water and
0.25µl KOD/Pfu Turbo Hot start polymerase (30µl total volume). To each cold PCR
tube add a small amount of a colony; three replicates per OR using a fine tip, mix and
lyse by pipetting up and down. Program the PCR thermo cycler:

1. 98 ◦C hot-start, 5 min - Initial cell breakage, DNA denaturation

2. 35 cycles of:

98 ◦C denaturation 10 sec

61.6 ◦C annealing 30 sec (∼ Tm +3◦C)

72 ◦C extension 30 sec

3. 72 ◦C final extension, 5 min

4. 4 ◦C hold - Prevents side reaction if standing O/N

Oligos that flank the GOI were selected and they are added to colonies from the
O/N transformed ligation products. Assuming that the oligos are specific enough they
will only amplify the flanked DNA fragment. The PCR mixture is then run on a gel
as above and if the correct size fragments are generated the probability that the liga-
tion and transformation is high and one can proceed with DNA sequencing. Errors in
colony PCR is often due to low quality primers, low transformation efficiency, plasmid
contamination or insufficient mixing/ cell lysis.



2.3.7 DNA sequencing

DNA sequencing is required to ascertain correct plasmid insertion and absence of point
mutations in the gene. Here, sequencing was performed at the MIT Biopolymers Lab
using a capillary 3730 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems). The sequencing is a 4-plex
parallel reaction high through-put modified instrument based on the Sanger sequenc-
ing method of chain termination. High concentrations dNTPs cause elongation of the
complementary strand originating from the primer and and low concentrations fluo-
rescently labeled ddNTPs cause random chain termination giving every possible frag-
ment length. Since all fragments have the same start site the ddNTP present at each site
can be determined up to ca 1000 bases, thus to ensure full coverage both forward and
reverse primers were used.

2.3.8 In vitro transcription translation of ORs

For the cell-free expression, we attempted expression of hOR17-4, mOR171-2, mOR40-1
and mOR103-15 using the RTS 100 ECS for E.coli, and RTS 100 WGS for wheat germ con-
tinuous exchange cell-free (CECF) kit from Roche was used. The reaction is separated
by a semi-permeable membrane into a feeding and a reaction chamber. The feeding
solution (FS) in the feeding chamber supplies a reaction solution (RS) in the reaction
chamber with amino acids, energy substrates and nucleotides that are necessary for
the effective expression of the GOI. As the protein synthesis proceeds the FS absorbs
biproducts; nucleotide di-phosphates (NDPs), nucleotide mono-phosphates (NMPs),
pyrophosphate (PPi) as well as DNA- and RNA-fragments that would otherwise inhibit
the protein synthesis in the reaction chamber. The in vitro transcription translation was
performed according to manufacturers protocol. For the RS the following was mixed:
reaction mix (15µl), amino acid mix (4µl), Methionine solution(1µl) and plasmid deter-
gent mix (15µl). The plasmid detergent mix contained 2 µg of the hOR17-4, mOR171-2,
mOR40-1 and mOR103-15 gene in either pIVEX1.3d (WG) or pIVEX2.3d ( E.coli) and
a variable amount of one of the three following detergents: 1%Brij-58, 1%Trimix or
0.4%Digitonin.

The RS and the FS were filled in their respective compartments and the reactor was
placed in the RTS Proteomaster (Roche) and the expression was performed at 24ąC and
900 rpm shaking for 24 hours. The soluble fraction was separated from the insoluble
fraction of the RS by centrifugation at 17,900g at 4◦C for 15 minutes. The supernatant
(soluble fraction) from each of the three detergent protein reactions was loaded onto a
4-12% Bis-Tris gel and run at 90V for 1hr. Western blotted was performed as described
below, and in supplementary information.

In addition to hOR17-4, mOR171-2, mOR40-1 and mOR103-15 textitin vitro transcrip-
tion translation in the RTS 100 ECS/WG systems we also performed initial tries using
the EasyXpress CF system from Qiagen, according to manufacturers protocol. This was



performed using membrane proteins used from the same class (A) of GPCRs as the
ORs; CCR3, CCR2, CCR5, CXCR4 and CX3CR1 in a pEXP3-DEST vector (Invitrogen).
The optimal detergent for their solubilization had been found to be 0.2% foc-choline 16
(FC-16) (Hui Ren, personal communication).

2.3.9 Protein analysis

In order to assess the size, identity and structure of a protein three techniques are usu-
ally applied: gel electrophoresis (sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel elec-
trophoresis (SDS-PAGE)), immunohistochemistry (Western blotting) and biophysical
methods (circular dichroism and mass spectrometry). Detailed protocols for SDS-Page,
Western blotting and subsequent protein detection by enhanced chemiluminescence
(ECL) is described in supplementary information.

Briefly, proteins are loaded into a gel matrix and then separated according to their
molecular weight/ hydrodynamic volume. This is achieved by SDS; a strong anionic
detergent that complex to the proteins giving them a net negative electric charge pro-
portional to the hydrodynamic volume of the protein. Upon application of an electric
field the speed and therefore the length the protein travels depends on its charge and
size. To prevent diffusion of proteins out of the gel in subsequent steps the proteins are
then transferred to a nitrocellulose or PVDF membrane by applying an electric field nor-
mal to the length of the gel allowing for lateral transfer. The proteins, now immobilized
on the membrane are subjected to antibody binding in a common immunohistochem-
istry method; Wester blotting.

In western blotting the primary antibody (pAb) is epitope/tag specific to the ORs
and the secondary antibody (sAb) binds to the animal specific epitopes on the heavy
chain of the antibody of the pAb. Here, for example the sAb is an antibody (ab) raised
in goats to target mouse so-called goat anti-mouse ab, and the pAb is a mouse Ab. ECL
is a method that allow for the visualization of the protein of interest (POI).

This is made possible because the sAb is complexed with an enzyme; horseradish
peroxidase that upon substrate addition (reagent A) reacts to form a product that lu-
minesce with a wavelength of 428nm. Upon further addition of hydrogen peroxide
(reagent B) produce a triplet carbonyl which emits light when it decays to the singlet
carbonyl energy state. Thus, provided the ab′s are specific, only the proteins of interest
(POI) are detected.

2.3.10 OBP-PEST in vivo expression and purification
8 The OBP-PEST was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) pLysS (Stratagene CA, USA)
competent cells (stored at -80◦C) according to manufacturers instructions. The trans-
formed cells were plated onto Kanamycin LB plates. Colonies were harvested and

8This section was a curtesy of Dr. G. Winberg who performed the optimized protein expression.



grown from 5ml to 1L culture in LB medium containing 50 µg/ml of Kan at 37 ◦C
with vigorous shaking until the optical density (OD600nm) of the culture was 0.7.

Cultures were cooled on ice to 21◦C and induction of protein expression was initiated
by adding 1 mM of isopropyl thio-?-galactoside (IPTG) and the pH was checked (pH7).
The cell was harvested after 11 hrs shaking at 150rpm. OBP was captured in the LB
supernate of IPTG induced culture of BL21 (DE3) pLysS transformed with pET28a-
OBP-StreptagII, which was decanted and pH was adjusted to pH 7.7 with Tris base.
The supernatant was percolated over a 2 ml Avidin column with 4 cm pressure head
at 0.5 ml/h gravity flow, fed by a pump. The OBP content was assessed in each 10 ml
flow-through by running through 100 µl Streptag column, wash and elute. 10µl + 2µl
4x LDS buffer was run on a 12% Bis-Tris gel.

2.4 Biophysical methods to assess protein integrity

2.4.1 Mass spectrometry of purified OBP-PEST

10µl aliquots of the purified protein product were loaded on a 10% Bis-Tris SDS-PAGE
gel and separated at 100V for 1hr. The gel was stained with Coomassie blue and the
protein samples were submitted to Ioannis Papayannopoulos at the Proteomics Core
facility of the KOCH Institute for Integrative Cancer Research for LC-MS/MS analy-
sis. The gel bands hypothesized to be the processed and unprocessed OBP-PEST were
destained, gel excised, and digested with trypsin at a 1:80 ratio (protease:protein) O/N
at 37◦. Peptides were gel extracted, dried and resuspended in loading buffer (LB). LC-
MS analyses were carried out on an LTQ ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scien-
tific). Protein identification was carried out against the UniRef90 database, using the
Mascot search software.

2.4.2 Circular Dichroism of β-LG

Dissolution experiment of purchased crystalline β-LG (isoforms A and B) revealed that
β-LG was soluble in water, yet showed limited solubility in 100% MeOH at a concen-
tration of 1 (mg/ml). If first solubilized in water at a concentration of 10 (mg/ml) β-LG
could be diluted to 1 (mg/ml) a final solvent concentration of 95%MeOH. To simulate
the stability of β-LG upon solvent addition, as most odorants are soluble in organic sol-
vents such as alcohols of varying aliphatic chain lengths, we measured the CD of β-LG
in 90% MeOH and in water 9, respectively. Hence, β-LG in 90% MeOH was dialyzed

9We are aware of the undefined pH in water as it is an unbuffered system, but accept minimal pH varia-
tions in favor of an increased wavelength range. Also β-LG is a small protein and is soluble in water,
unlike larger or more hydrophobic proteins Measurements in a defined pH range is prerequisite for
defined structure since literature reveals that β-LG exists in multiple stable conformations, depending
on pH and solvent. Experiments with OBP-PEST were carried out in a buffered system using 10mM



agains water using a 5,000 kDa cutoff dialysis membrane.

2.4.3 Circular Dichroism of OBP-PEST

2.4.4 SignalP secretory prediction

The SignalP software available online at Expasy (http : //www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/)
Neuronal Networks (NN) was used to predict the presence of a peptide cleavage site
as recognized by Signal Peptidase I (SPase I) and Hidden Markov models (HMM) pre-
dictions specify where the site with highest cleavage probability is located. The occur-
rence of a post-translational protein sequence cleavage is an indication that the peptide
cleaved acted as a secretory signal sequence allowing the matured protein to be se-
creted.

2.4.5 Structure modeling of OBP-PEST

In addition to the CD experiments, the secondary structure of OBP-PEST was modeled
using Yasara homology modeling (courtesy of Dr. Luca Turin) and JPred prediction
(http : //www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/www− jpred/) based on the amino acid structure
of the processed and unprocessed OBP-PEST respectively. The input sequences are
analyzed based on iterative structural alignments integrating for example tool such as
PSI-BLAST.

potassium phosphate.



3 Results

3.1 Design of gene-vector constructs

3.1.1 OBP-PEST gene construct

A schematic of the OBP-PEST odorant binding protein (AGAP010409-PA) [Anophe-
les gambiae str. PEST] (GenBank ID: 118781566, accession no: XP311539.2) construct
that was synthesized and cloned into PET28a+ vector, and its complete DNA coding
sequence (cds) including cloning modification, is given below. By using program Prot-
Param (http : //ca.expasy.org/cgi−bin/prot−param), the theoreticalMw for the Strep-
tagged OBP-PEST deduced was 18211.0 Da, with a predicted isoelectric point (pI) of
4.32.

33



3.1.2 OR gene constructs

A schematic of the the gene designed constructs is given below. For all genes the 5′
flanking DNA was: CCTGAATTCGAGGAGGGCCACC (containing EcoRI site, hybrid
RBS, and NcoI site) , and the 3′ flanking DNA was: TAATAACTCGAGAAG (containing
double stop codon and XhoI site).

A total of 13 OR genes from rat, mouse (m) and human (h) were synthesized, whereof
one; hOR17-4 was synthesized with either a ID4 Rho tag or a Streptavidin tag. The
average gene length was 1058bp corresponding to protein products with an average
length of 332 amino acids. The respective protein amino acid sequences resulting from
the gene synthesis are illustrated in figures 3.1. [htb]

3.2 Cloning of ORs into pIVEX 2.3d

For the in vitro transcription translation experiments cell-free systems; EasyXpress from
Qiagen, RTS100 ECS and RTS500WG from Roche Diagnostics was used. The EasyX-
press CF system came with a control protein; EGFP (enhanced green fluorescent pro-
tein) that would be successfully expressed if the procedure went according to protocol.
We hypothesized (as this information/ intellectual property is not given) that EGFR
was cloned into a protocol optimized plasmid. To see if we could use this vector the
plasmid was sequenced, see spectra 3.2. However, although the plasmid appeared to
be a pIVEX2.3d as intended the sequence was modified with EGFP and a His-tag that
could not be cleaved off with retention of vital RE sites, and the sequence lacked the
vital XhoI RE site downstream of the double STOP codons; TAATAA. Thus this vector
could not be used so pIVEX2.3d was purchased and digested for OR insertions, see
figure 3.3.

All pIVEX2.3d inserted ORs were plasmid extracted post gene-plasmid transforma-
tion. Correct ligation products were verified by RE cleavage excising 11 of the ORs
and separating the DNA fragment digest products by gel electrophoresis, see figure
3.3. For simplicity the ORs are numbered from 1-12, see the abbreviation list for correct
nomenclature.

To validate that the transformation was successful before large scale bacterial cultures
were prepared with subsequent plasmid extraction (’Maxiprep’) colony PCR was per-
formed on 5 bacterial colonies/ clones from ′OR4′with forward and reverse primers to
amplify the gene fragment. However, transformed plasmids yielded 3 fragments in ad-
dition to the one at ca 1kb corresponding to the OR genes ??. One at 2kb which may be
of plasmid pIVEX2.3d origin, which may be abundant enough to give a band even if not



amplified although it is unlikely. The other bands of molecular weight around 700b and
800b respectively, are too large to be the excised cloning region (28b long) of the non-
digested pIVEX 2.3d even if they would concatenate. To control if the same aberrant
banding was present in the clones from the remaining ORs, colony PCR was performed



Figure 3.1: Resulting amino acid sequence of the OR gene design. All genes are synthesized to gen-
erate a ID4 Rho tag linked by a flexible GSSG linker. hOR17-4 protein is synthesized to
yield either an ID4 Rho tag or to have a Strep tag.



Figure 3.2: DNA sequenced Qiagen plasmid, with the important coding regions marked in text. The
amplitude of ddNTP trace is proportional to the intensity of detected fluorescence, and
the color is base specific; dATP - green, dCTP - blue dGTP- black and dTTP - red.

Figure 3.3: RE cleavage with NcoI and XhoI of pIVEX2.3d yielded a supercoiled linearized DNA frag-
ment for subsequent OR cloning. Although the vector is 3.5kb uncut it runs faster giving a
band at a lower size when linearized (left). RE cleavages with NcoI and XhoI of pIVEX2.3d
post-ligation indicated that the ORs were successfully inserted into the pIVEX2.3d vector.

on one clone each. As a control primers only (primers) and non-digested pIVEX2.3d
only (P) was also amplified in the colony PCR, see figure 3.5. Clones from OR8 and
OR10 did not produce a fragment suggesting that these clones although present in a
colony on an ampicillin selective plate did not contain the pIVEX2.3d plasmid confer-
ring that resistance. The remaining ORs contained the same aberrant gel band as those
observed in OR4. Five of the clones; OR2, OR7, OR9 and OR12 had the banding at 2kb,



Figure 3.4: The agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA fragments amplified from OR4 clones in
colonyPCR indicated contaminating bands.

suggesting either concatenation of smaller fragments or the presence of a 2kb plasmid.
The same experiments were repeated times with similar results.

To confirm these results 3 clones from each OR transformation was DNA sequenced.
The sequencing was inconclusive which is common if the sample is impure i.e. contains
many different DNA sequences to which the primers can assemble and amplify.

In conclusion, the ORs are correctly inserted into the pIVEX2.3d vectors. However,
the competent cells in which we transform the ligation products have been contami-
nated with a plasmid containing the same antibiotic resistance gene (amp), to which
the primers can bind. As the same difficulties were identified for all three vectors trans-
formed in different competent cells the contamination was found most likely to come
from our enzyme stock.

Figure 3.5: Agarose gel electrophoresis of colonyPCR amplified fragments shows contaminating
DNA fragments in addition to the ORs at ca 1kb.



3.3 In vitro transcription translation of ORs

The cell-free assay in WG extract proved effective for all three detergents in produc-
ing hOR17-4, mOR171-2, mOR40-1 and mOR103-15 in detectable levels, see figure 3.6.
For hOR17-4, mOR171-2 and mOR40-1 the optimal detergent was in order of increas-
ing efficiency (westen blot immunostaining intensity), Brij-58, Tri-mix and Digitonin.
For mOR103-15 Tri-mix seemed to be the only detergent that gave a significant soluble
protein synthesis. Expressing eukaryotic membrane proteins in E.coli cell-free systems
is not trivial, as prokaryotic transcription translation factors that may mediate protein
folding, and functional post translational modifications, are lacking.

Following expression in the RTS100 ECS cell-free system no detectable levels of hOR17-
4, mOR171-2, mOR40-1 and mOR103-15 was achieved. Expression of the 5 GPCR;
CCR3, CCR2, CCR5, CXCR4 and CX3CR1 in EasyXpress produces no detectable levels
of soluble or insoluble protein product. The control proteins were produced using both
systems as evidenced by the green fluorescence observed, confirming that the protocol
worked and was not the limiting factor (data not shown). In conclusion cell-free ex-

Figure 3.6: From left to right, hOR17-4, mOR171-2, mOR40-1 and mOR103-15 was successfully pro-
duced in vitro using in wheat germ extracts. Each protein is expressed in three different
detergents; Digitonin, Brij-58 and Tri-mix. Digitonin proved best for hOR17-4, mOR171-
2, mOR40-1 followed by Tri-mix and Brij-58 , yielding higher intensity protein banding,
followed by Tri-mix adn Brij-58.

pression of ORs or other GPCRs in E.coli cell-free systems was unsuccessful. However,



the wheat germ extracts yielded soluble ORs, but proved detergent dependent.

3.4 OBP-PEST in vivo expression and purification

Initial experiments with lysates from the OBP-PEST-pET28a+ plasmid transformed bac-
terial cells yielded no protein product. However, OBP-PEST was found in the extracel-
lular lysate fraction, indicating that it was secreted. The expression of OBP is under
an IPTG inducible promoter and the protein was seen only at or after 6 h induction
with maximum expression at 11 h, at which point the culture and the supernatant was
captured. The SDS-PAGE separation revealed two fragments at ca 16 and 18kDa respec-
tively, see figure 3.7. The 18kDa fragment was only visible in fractions where expression
was performed in the presence of ammonium sulphate i.e. at basic conditions. In this
was the fraction of secreted and processed protein vs. the fraction of non-secreted and
unprocessed protein can be regulated. The nature of the processing is hypothesized to
be due to signal peptidase cleavage of the OBP-PEST. The fine tuning of signal sequence
mediated secretion may serve a role in protein purification.

Figure 3.7: Purified OBP avidin capture shows processed and unprocessed OBP pre- and post signal
sequence cleavage.



3.5 Signal and structure prediction for OBP-PEST

As OBP-PEST did not yield detectable amounts in the intracellular fraction, but in the
extracellular protein fraction; as evidenced by two proteins bands in SDS-PAGE around
18 and 16kDa respectively, it was hypothesized that OBP-PEST was secreted. There are
many ways in which a protein can be secreted, and some are regulated by so-called
secretory signal sequences. The reason to believe that secretion was signal mediated
was the double banding signifying that a fraction of the expressed protein is digested
and a fraction is not. The reason for both species to be present is most likely due to a
partial cell lysis, contaminating the extracellular fraction, or alternatively due to a leaky
secretory mechanism.

Analysis of the amino acid sequence in SignalP 3.0 confirmed that OBP-PEST indeed
contained a signal sequence with a 98% probability of cleavage between positions 21
and 22, see figure 3.8. The probability is a calculated by combining all scores from the
different models used to predict signal sequence cleavage sites 1 The processed protein
product had the following sequence following predicted cleavage site at aa position 21:
ADNNESVIESCSNAVQGAANDELKVHYRANEFPDDPVTHCFVRCIGLELNLYDDK
YGVDLQANWENLGNSDDADEEFVAKHRACLEAKNLETIEDLCERAYSAFQCLRE
DYEMYQNNNNATSE

The signal sequence that was cleaved of intracellularly had the following sequence:
MNSLLLIGGVLVVLNVQFVTA

Yasara homology modeling (courtesy of Dr. Luca Turin) and JPred prediction (http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/www-
jpred/) was performed to assess secondary structure of the processed and unprocessed
protein product, see figure 3.9. The Yasara protein modeling is in accordance with ex-
perimental results, displaying a largely α-helical structure and JPred predicts the pres-
ence of 7 α-helices.

1The HMM generate three scores; C, Y, S and D scores and an additional two scores; Smean and Dscore

are generated using NN. C score refers to the cleavage score which is calculated for every aa. The
position given is the first aa in the mature cleaved protein i.e. position 22 entails a cleavage between
residue 21 and 22. S scores are high for aa involved in signal sequence and low for aa taking part in the
mature protein. The Y score relates Smax to Cmax to increase the significance of the prediction, i.e. if
there are multiple Cmax the Smax will allow the program to assign the correct Cmaxand yield a reliable
Y score when the C is significant combined with a high S score. The Smean averages the S over the
signal peptide length, NO indicates that not every aa is signal peptide specific. Dscore is an average
of Y and Smean and displays a higher performance in discrimination of secretory and non-secretory
proteins than the Smean alone. In this evaluation the Smean Dscore discrepancy can be interpreted as a
consequence of sequence variation in aa 18-21.



Figure 3.8: SignalP 3.0 output indicating a peptide cleavage site between alanine residues 21 and 22
in OBP-PEST. The prediction was made using NN and HMM trained on Gram-negative
(G-) bacteria E.coli)

3.6 Mass spectrometry of purified OBP-PEST

The mass spectrometry analysis reported a protein; Obpjj83b from Anopheles gambiae
as the most likely product represented by 5 peptides, see table. Using the Protein Basic
Local Alignment Search Tool (pBLAST), we aligned the amino acid sequence entry from
Obpjj83b to the one from our synthesized OBP-PEST. The overlap was complete, and
the same protein accession number; AGAP010409-PA was inferred for both proteins
suggesting that Obpjj83b and OBP-PEST are in fact the same protein, represented by



Figure 3.9: Predicted secondary structure using the Yasara homology prediction tool (top), also corre-
lates to the predominately α-helical protein as predicted by JPred (bottom).

synonymous and redundant protein database entries, see figure 3.10.
Although we are expecting predominately tryptic peptides (C-terminal arginine (R)

or lysine (K) residues ) error tolerant searches also identified the following peptide:
ADNNESVIESCSNAVQGAANDELK starting at position 22. This peptide is not a nor-
mal tryptic peptide as position 21, upstream of ADNN... is a Threonine (T) but is the
position where we expected the protein to be cleaved. This provides further evidence
that the OBP-PEST was secreted and that the cleavage site is at position 21 as hypothe-
sized in SignalP 3.0.

3.7 Circular Dichroism of β-LG

Data in literature suggests that β-LG can adopt several secondary and tertiary struc-
tures dependent on solvent, pH and temperature. There is even quaternary structure in-
volved as exemplified by the detection of homo? and heterodimers [Vijayalakshmi et al., 2008].
Figure 3.11 illustrates a comparison of β-LG in H2O and 90 % MeOH. The resulting CD
spectra show 2 distinct and stable conformations, with higher order structure. Na-
tive, water solubilized β-LG has a high degree of antiparallel β- sheets, whereas the



Figure 3.10: Results from the mass spectrometry analysis of trypsin digested SDS-PAGE band be-
lieved to be OBP-PEST (top). The pBLAST alignment of the amino acid sequence of our
synthesized OBP-PEST and the amino acid sequence from Obpjj83b (bottom).

methanol soluble protein shows an α-helical secondary structure. This is not a trivial
result as it indicates that β-LG is soluble in organic solvents with a lower dielectric con-
stant than water, and structurally well defined, yet distinct from its native counterpart.
A high degree of refolding is achieved in both 90% methanol and in water as evidences
by the heating-cooling curves showing a ∆ ellipticity of -1◦ for MeOH and∼-0.2◦ for β-
LG in water. The relative ∆ ellipticities are comparable as the total ellipticity at 222nm
in MeOH is 4x the total ellipticity in water, see figure 3.13. However, as literature sug-
gests, complete refolding of β-LG may require stricter conditions to reform the two
disulphide bonds [Hattori et al., 2005]. Thus, once formed the non-native structure of
β-LG is thermally stabler, see figure 3.14. Upon dialysis of methanol solubilized β-LG
the protein precipitates, indicating that the solvent induced conformational change is



Figure 3.11: Far UV CD wavelength spectra of β-LG in 90% MeOH and MQ water respectively shows
an increase in intensity and a marked conformational change upon solvent exchange to
90% MeOH.

irreversible. The α-helical secondary structure observed in 90% MeOH may represent a
so-called molten globule intermediate which is a renatured protein structure that may
exhibit other functions than the natively folded protein. We conclude that structural in-

Figure 3.12: CD heating and cooling curve of β-LG in 90%MeOH; 10<T<90◦C (left). CD heating and
cooling curve for β-LG in MQ water; 10<T<90◦C (right).



Figure 3.13: Far UV CD wavelength spectra of β-LG in 90% MeOH (left). Far UV CD wavelength
spectra of β-LG in MQ water (right).

tegrity should not present a problem with normal handling of the protein in solution as
solvent concentrations above 25% are required for the conformational transition (data
not shown). Our results were verified in literature [Uversky et al., 1997]. However, the
analogy between CD SOPs developed for β-LG and OBP-PEST remains to be studied,
and although they belong to the same protein family the do not share secondary or ter-
tiary structure. β-LG is a vertebrate lipocalin and OBP-PEST is of invertebrate origin,
where most lipocalins are α-helical. However, as we were able to detect the refolded
α-helical β-LG the CD protocols should be relatively easy to optimize.

3.8 Circular Dichroism of OBP-PEST

CD spectra were collected in Far UV CD, from 180-270nm. However, due to the OBP-
PEST buffer composition, scattering was observed at the low wavelengths leading to a
noisy signal causing and the dynode voltage to be exceeded (data not shown). Dialysis
of the OBP-PEST from the Tris-based buffer it was in post-Streptavidin purification, to
a non-scattering 10mM potassium phosphate (Na2SO4) buffer at pH7 made it possible
to analyze structure down to 187nm. The non-fitted CD spectra reveals that the OBP-
PEST from the mosquito Anopheles gambiae, expressed and secreted from E.coli displays
a largely α-helical secondary structure as exemplified by two local minima at 208 and
222 nm respectively.



Figure 3.14: Far UV CD wavelength spectra of OBP-PEST in 10mM Na2SO4.





4 Discussion

We report the design of 13 OR gene-vector constructs, and their subsequent transforma-
tion into Escherichia coli (BL21 (DE3)-STAR-pLysS) strain. The formation of pIVEX2.3d
OR gene construct was not accomplished for all genes, due to contaminations. The
ORs with functional constructs; hOR17-4, mOR171-2, mOR40-1 and mOR103-15 were
successfully expressed in an in vitro wheat germ extract using three separate detergent
mixes for protein solubilization. However, cell-free expression of membrane proteins
using two separate in vitro transcription translation systems in Escherichia coli was un-
successful.

The designed OBP-PEST provided several interesting findings. Firstly, the OBP-PEST
was found to contain a signal sequence leading to its truncation and secretion when ex-
pressed in E.coli. To the best of our knowledge this is the first lipocalin discovered to
be secreted upon heterologous expression in E.coli. Secondly, like its vertebrate analog
lipocalin β-LG, it is a stable, easily solubilized protein and as such an interesting can-
didate for the protein detector layer. Studies into β-LG provided valuable information
into solvent mediated conformational transitions which may prove helpful in future
research into the biophysical characteristics of OBP-PEST.

This thesis work illustrated that the road to producing a protein detector layer is a
challenge. Despite the advancements in this project, the development of a biosensor
based on the olfactory system remains to be developed. As a final note I wish to men-
tion that in the writing process of this thesis a non biological portable detector based
on 16 different polymer material films with various affinity to odorant molecules was
developed in a NASA sponsored research initiative. The sensor; named the ENose is
portable, detects an electronic signal change of 1/106 and has been tested by NASA in
their space expeditions as a portable compound detector in their field work [Kateb et al., 2009].
The stability of synthesized polymers not an issue, the non specificity of binding was
proven to not be essential as the combinatorial signal pattern from all films could be
used as an odorant specific fingerprint. The drawback of this system and other systems
based on non-specific binding enthalpies rather than actual compound analysis is that
it doesn’t allow for de novo detection of odorants, yet by testing an array of compounds
and building a database of ENose odorant fingerprints the system could find broad use.
Information about the availability of the ENose as a commercial product and the esti-
mated cost of such a device is unknown, however, and the device is expected to remain
IP protected and unavailable at large for some time to come.

In conclusion, this thesis work has enabled biophysical analyses of OBP-PEST and
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future analogs of interest to the development of a stable protein detector layer. Further,
we hypothesize that the discovered inherent signal peptide could be used as a means
for targeted secretion and, hence, efficient protein purification.
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6 Abbreviations

1D One-dimensional
2D Two-dimensional
2DGE 2D Gel electrophoresis
3D Three-dimensional
aa Amino acid
Ab Antibody
AC Affinity chromatography
ACII Adenylyl cyclase II
ACN Acetonitrile
Amp Amplification
AMP Adenosine monophosphate
AOB Accessory olfactory bulb
Approx Approximately
Arg;R Arginine
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
BCA Bicinchoninic assay
BDE bond dissociation energy
bp Base pair
Brij-58 Polyoxyethylene-(20)-acyl-ether
BSA Bovine serum albumin
cAMP cyclic adenosine monophosphate
C18 Octadecyl; C18
CE Continuous exchange
CF Cell Free
CHAPS 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate
CMC Critical micelle concentration
COI Compound of interest
CV Column volume
Cys; C Cysteine
D Dimension
Da Dalton
dI Deionised
DDA Data dependent aquisition/analysis
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
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DNT Dinitrotoluene
dNTP Deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate
DMEM Dulbeccos Modified Eagles Medium
ds double stranded
EDTA Ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid, disodiumsalt
EB Elution buffer
e.g. Exempli gratia lat.; for example
EGFP Enhanced green fluorescent protein
Epp Eppendorf tube
EtBr Ethidium bromide
EQB Equilibration buffer
E. coli Escherichia coli
FC-14 Fos-choline-14
FS Feeding solution
FA Formic acid
FACS Fluorescence activated cell sorting
FL Flow-through
GC Gas chromatography
GE Gel electrophoresis
GOI Gene of interest
GPCR G-protein coupled receptor
Glu; E Glutamate
Gln; Q Glutamine
Gly; G Glycine
G-Phase Gap phase
GSSG Glycine Serine flecible linker
H Heavy
HBSS Hank’s Balanced Salt Sodium
His; H Histidine
HeLa Henrietta Lacks derived cervical cancer cell line
HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
HETP Height equivalent to the theoretical plate
HILIC Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography
HOAc Acetic acid
HPLC High-performance liquid chromatography
hrs Hours
IA Iodoacetamide
ID Identification
i.e. id est lat.; meaning, example given
IEC Ion exchange chromatography
IEF Isoelectric focusing



IEM Ion evaporation model
IETS Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy
IPI International protein index
I-phase Interphase
i-PrOH Isopropanol
IPTG Isopropyl thio-?-galactoside
K Kelvin
kDa Kilo dalton
L Light
LB Loading buffer
LC Liquid chromatography
LDS Loading sample buffer e.g. Laemmli
LOD Limit of detection
LTQ Linear quadrupole ion trap (Thermo fisher scientific)
Lys; K Lysine
M Mobile phase
MALDI Matrix assisted laser absorption ionization
MAP Microtubule associated protein
MD Multidimensional
MDLC Multidimensional liquid chromatography
MeOH Methanol
Met; M Methionine
min;′ Minutes
MOE Main olfactory epithelium
MOPS 1x3-(N-Morpholino) propanesulfonic acid
MPa Mega pascal
M-phase Metaphase
mRNA Messenger ribonucleic acid
MS Mass spectromet/-er/-ry
MS/MS Tandem mass spectrometry
MQ Milli Q filtered dI water
MudPIT Multidimensional protein identification technology
Mw Molecular weight
m/z Mass-to-charge ratio
N Number of theoretical plates
N Non-selective
NCL Neuronal cell lysate
NL Neutral loss
NP Normal phase
Nts Nucleotides
OB Olfactory bulb



OBP Odorant binding protein
Oligos Oligonucleotides
O/N Over night
OR Olfactory Receptor
OR 1 mOR106-13 (Olfr744, S3)
OR 2 mOR175-1 (Olfr154)
OR 3 hOR17-209 (OR1G1)
OR 4 mOR33-1 (Olfr653)
OR 5 hOR17-210 (OR1E3)
OR 6 mOR171-2 (M71, Olfr151)
OR 7 mOR103-15 (I7, Olfr2)
OR 8 mOR276-1 (G7)
OR 9 mOR31-4
OR 10 mOR174-4 (EV, OR74)
OR 1 1 mOR174-9 (EG, OR73)
OR 12 hOR17-4 (OR1D2)
OSN Olfactory sensory neuron
P Pressure
PAGE Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
PBP pheromone binding proteins
PBS Phosphate-buffered saline (Sterile)
PCR Polymerase chain reaction
PCA Polymerase construction and amplification
PDC protein detergent complexes
PEG Polyethylene glycol
Phe; F Phenylalanine
pI Isoelectric point
POI Protein of interest
ppm/-b Parts per million/-billion
Pro; P Proline
PS Polystyrene
RBS Ribosome binding site
rcf rate centripetal force (g)
RE Restriction endonuclease enzyme
RP Reversed phase
rpm Rate/min
Rs Resolution
RS Reaction solution
RT Room temperature (22◦C)
S Stationary phase
S3 HeLa S3; suspension cell line



SD Shine Delgarno
SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate
SEC Size exclusion chromatography
sec;” Second/-s
Ser; S Serine
S/N signal to noise
SQL Structured query language
Strep Streptavidin tag
sup Supernatant
S/V Surface to volume
ss single stranded
STC S-Trityl-L-cysteine
TAE Tris Acetate EDTA
TEA Triethylamine
TEAB Triethylammonium bicarbonate
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
THF Tetrahydrofuran
Thr; T Threonine
Tm Annealing/Melting temperature
TM Trans-membrane
Tri-mix Detergent mix consisting of CHAPS, CHS and DDM
tR Retention time
Triton X-100 Polyethylene glycol P-1,1,3,3-tetramethyl-butylphenylether
Tween 20 Polyoxyethylene sorbitan monolaurate 20
UV Ultraviolet
U Voltage; Volt
V Volume or voltage, see context
Val;V Valine
vdW Van der wahls interactions
VNO/S Vomeronasal organ/ system
T Thymidine
tR Retention time
Trp;W Tryptophan
Tyr; Y Tyrosine
UHPLC Ultra high-performance liquid chromatography
WB Wash buffer
WG Wheat germ; Triticum aestivum





7 Supplementary information

Physicochemical properties of OR interacting odorants

Figure 7.1: The physico-chemical properties of the odorant panel representing odorants with a
known binding affinity to an OR.

Genes of interest

The GOIs were obtained from GenBank, see below for NCBI accession numbers and
gene ID.
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Codon optimization

Codon optimization was performed for Wheat Germ, E. coli K12 and Homo Sapiens, us-
ing the Codon Usage Database (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/). The score is given
in percentage of amino acids expressed with the given codon. The highest percentage
is selected for all species. In some cases (yellow), suboptimal codons are accepted for
WG or E. coli in order to maximize the score in Homo Sapiens (as previous successful
OR expression was carried out in a mammalian HEK 293S cell line), see table 7.2.

Gene synthesis

The PCA synthesis of GOI is typically accomplished in a 2-step PCR reaction. Gene
synthesis is initiated by an assembly PCR (step I) during which the complete oligo set,
preferably of similar Tms, are assembled. The reaction is completed in 25-40 cycles; per
default >30 cycles is used to compensate for the high probability of mismatch inherent
to multiplex PCR using a large number of oligos. By allowing the reaction to go on
for more cycles, the non specific assemblies will be less significant during subsequent
amplification PCR. A small amount of the PCR reaction is run on an analytical gel to
ascertain that the assembly has not been unspecific.

Amplification (step II) is performed using the 5′end sense and 3′end antisense primers
which are designed for the assembly and as amplification primers. When designing
primers the following factors need to be considered:

1. The primers or PCR-oligos needs to be 100% complementary to the DNA they are
amplifying or assembling, unless directed mutagenesis is desirable.

2. The Tm should be between 51◦C and 65◦C. The GC pair forms three hydrogen
bonds each equivalent to a bond dissociation energy (BDE) of 8.4J or∼2◦C totaling
6◦C, the AT pair forms two hydrogen bonds thereby having a BDE of ∼ 4◦C



Figure 7.2: Codon optimization table.



3. A high GC content infers secondary structure stabilization (related to how the
third hydrogen bond enables stacking of DNA) and therefore a higher melting
temperature, and should therefore be considered when doing PCR as not fully
melted secondary structures will obstruct PCR.

4. The oligos should preferably have GC rich ends and a flexible AT inner region.

By using excess of end primers, the full length fragment is predominately amplified.
Fragments are separated using gel electrophoresis and gel extraction of PCR gene of
interest (GOI). The purified gene fragment is cloned into appropriate vector using re-
striction enzymes designed to flank GOI (standard cloning methods) and transformed
into a host in vivo, here E.coli K12 strain e.g. BL21 DE3 PLys or GT 115. B Classic PCR
[Mullis et al., 1992], see 7.3 for graphic representation. With the following protocol er-
ror rates are in the order of ∼1/600 bases produced. For a look at how recommended
number of clones scales with length, and an example of how to deal with error rates see
[Carr et al., 2004].

I. PCA gene assembly

Prepare equal concentration oligos; include both construction and amplifica-
tion oligos, to a 100nM oligo stock solution, vortex and spin down. For a 20µl
reactions mix together:

2µl 10x buffer for Pfu Turbo Hotstart

0.5µl 10 mM (each) dNTP mix

0.4µl Polymerase (Pfu Turbo Hotstart) (1U/20µl reaction)

2µl 100 nM (each) oligo stock

15.1µl MQ

Program the PCR thermo cycler:

94 ◦C hot-start, 2 min

24-40default:36 cycles of : 1) (94 ◦C denaturation 30 sec, 2) 55 ◦C annealing
30sec (assumes oligos parsed to Tm = 58 to 61 ◦C) and 3)72 ◦C extension 1min (for
genes >1000bp 80 sec can be used)

72 ◦C final extension, 2 min

Note: When run on a 1.5% agarose, ethidium bromide (EtBr) gel oligos give
bands at lower length, whereas the gene product appear slightly higher than ex-
pected product length, due to larger hydrodynamic volume of super coiling of
the linear fragment.



II. PCA gene amplification

The amplification (amp) proceeds according to the principle of a full fragment
with one 5′-3′ sense primer and one 5′-3′ antisense primer. These primers can be
the same as the assembly primers used in PCA I, however to guarantee efficient
amplification a higher Tm and longer primers, than those possible for the total
assembly pool of oligos, may be preferred. To avoid unspecific ambient tempera-
ture polymerization the PCR product from I should be added last (as it contains
some heat-activated polymerase). For a 20µl reactions mix together:

2µl 10x buffer for Pfu Turbo Hotstart

0.5µl 10 mM (each) dNTP mix

1.2µl 5µM Forward amp primer

1.2µl 5µM Reverse amp primer

0.2µl Product from assembly PCR I

0.4µl Polymerase (Pfu Turbo Hotstart) (1U/20µl reaction)

2µl 100 nM (each) oligo stock

14.5µl MQ

Run same PCR program as in PCA I

Run products on 1-1.5% agarose EtBr gels, excise gene size band with scalpel

Gel extract using e.g. DNA gel extraction protocol from Qiagen (German-
town, MD)

Optional: concentration using ethanol precipitation

Cloning into vector of choice.

Transformation in vivo into suitable host E.coli K12 strain e.g. BL21 DE3 PLys.

Plasmid extraction

Plasmid extractions were performed with QIAprep Spin mini/ midi/ maxi (20-1000µg/ml
plasmid DNA) prep kit according to manufacturers protocol (Qiagen, Germantown,
MD, USA). Briefly, 5ml cultures E.coli grown O/N (OD600nm:0.6) harvested (4500g,
15min at RT). The pellet was resuspended/ vortexed in 250 µl of cold resuspension
buffer (P1) and transferred to a microcentrifuge tube. Subsequently, 250 µl of lysis
buffer (P2) was added and the tube was inverted to mix, avoiding sheering of DNA.
After 5min 350 µl of neutralization buffer (N3) were added and the solution was im-
mediately and thoroughly mixed by inverting the tube 6-10 times and centrifugated
(17,900g, 10min at RT).



Figure 7.3: Schematic outline of PCA gene synthesis. The GOI to be synthesized (black) is parsed in
silico to a pool of oligos (IDT, Newark, New Jersey). Amplification oligos/ end primers
are indicated in purple, all other construction oligos are shown in blue.The oligos are
assembled and amplified using a two step PCA reaction. Pictures adapted from Carr et. al
(personal communication).



The supernatant was decanted into a QIAprep spin column and filtered by centrifu-
gation (17,900g, 1min at RT). The spin column was washed 2x with 750 µl of buffer PE
and filtered by centrifugation (17,900g, 1min at RT) and centrifuging for 60 seconds at
17,900 x g and RT. The QIAprep spin column was then transferred to a new microcen-
trifuge tube and the plamid was extracted by eluting with 50µl of elution buffer (EB)
and centrifugation to collect (17,900g, 1min at RT). The concentration of DNA was as-
sessed by measuring UV absorbance at 260nm. The preparations were stored at -20 ◦C
until further use.

Native protein gel electrophoresis; SDS-PAGE (NuPAGE) of
ORs

• To 10-100ng sample add 2.5µl 4x LDS loading buffer, 1µl 10x reducing agent (DTT)
and MQ water to 10µl total volume

• Thaw samples and rainbow protein marker (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) on ice

• Put samples to RT, do not boil as MPs easily aggregate when heated

• Prepare 1L of NuPAGE MOPS buffer, put to 4◦C

• Prepare samples according to Novex NuPAGE protocol

• Mount a precast protein gel, for example, Novex NuPAGE 4-12 or 10% Bis-Tris
vertically in the inner chamber of a GE box snap lever to seal

• Add ca 500ml MOPS and 500µ antioxidant to inner chamber

• Apply 10µl sample per well and 5µl rainbow marker

• Run GE at 100-200V DC in cold room/ 4◦C until the bromophenolblue-dye from
the LDS reach the bottom of the gel (several hrs)

• For western blotting (immunoblotting) go to the Transfer protocol, followed by
western blotting and ECL-Plus detection

Transfer of ORs onto nitrocellulose membrane

• Nitrocellulose Membrane sandwich - Filter paper | Membane | Filter paper- (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA)

• Fill ice tray and place in transfer module with magnetic stirrer, add ca 200ml 1x
transfer buffer (TB)



• Fill tray with TB and assemble the SDS-PAGE gel into the wetted sandwich sur-
rounded by pads

• Place trimmed gel (note orientation/right side up) on top of membrane

• Place filter paper (from black side) on top , roll out bubbles with glass roller

• Place right hand side pad on top, fold over black side and secure the clamp

• make sure membrane is between gel and anode, or else proteins (negatively charged
by the SDS) will transfer out into the buffer when applying a positive field

• Fill tray with TB until 1cm from lip and put on lid

• Run stirring in cold room/ 4◦C at 0.25 amps DC for 1 hour (alt. 30V O/N)

• Note that smaller proteins transfer faster than larger ones (so increase transfer
time for very large (>100kD) proteins)

• Mark protein ladder bands with marker as they can fade in subsequent steps

• If western blotting was not performed proteins were visualized and concentration
estimated by Coomassie Blue staining.

Western blotting of ORs

• Block membrane in a covered tray with 50mL blocking buffer (TBST + 5% milk)

• Shake 1hr at RT or O/N at 4◦C

• Thaw antibodies on ice. For primary antibody (pAb); rho1D4 (anti-rho tag), di-
lute1:3000 (10µl for 30ml) in blocking buffer (BB)

• Incubate membranes in pAb shaking for 2hrs at RT or O/N at 4◦C

• Discard pAb by washing membrane briefly in 20mL TBST

• Wash with 50mL TBST 5x5min incubating shaking at RT

• For secondary antibody (pAb), dilute1:5000 (10µl for 50ml) in BB, Goat anti-mouse
antibody HRP for mouse primaries (like the rho1D4)

• Incubate membranes in sAb shaking for 1hrs at RT

• Discard sAb by washing membrane briefly in 20mL TBST

• Wash with 50mL TBST 5x5min incubating shaking at RT



• While washing, get ECL Plus detection kit out from refrigerator and allow to
warm up to RT

Enhanced chemoluminescence (ECL) detection of ORs

• ECL Plus is good for detecting extremely low levels (<1µg) of a protein

• In a 15mL conical tube, mix 3mL of ECL+ reagent A with 75uL of reagent B. Then
pour onto membrane

• Incubate for 2-3 min

• Insert membrane into the gel documentation imaging system

• Measure ECL absorbance at 428nm for an exposure time of 15-20 minutes

• Take an overlay white light photograph to capture marker bands for easier sub-
sequent size determination

Buffers, bacterial media and agar plates

• Blocking buffer (BB)

: 5% reduced-fat milk powder in TBST

• Elution Buffer (EBP ) for ID4 Rho tagged protein elution:

0.2% FC-14

100 or 200 µM elution peptide (EP)

1x Phosphate buffer saline (PBS)

• Elution Buffer (EBDNA) (for plasmid extraction; PE)

1.25M NaCl

50mM Tris-HCl;

15% Isopropanol (i-PrOH) (v/v)

Titrate to pH: 8.5 (with 37% HCl (v/v))

• Equilibration buffer (EQB) (for PE)

750mM NaCl

50mM MOPS, pH 7.0

15% i-PrOH (v/v)

0.15% Triton X-100



• Loading buffer

4% FA

4% ACN

• Lysis buffer (Plasmid extraction)

200mM NaOH, 1%SDS

• Neutralization buffer (PE)

3.0M potassium acetate, pH 5.5, on ice before use

• 10x Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)

2.40 g/L KH2PO4

14.40 g/L NaH2PO4

2.0 g/L KCl

80 g/L NaCl

in MQ water, adjust pH to 7.4

• Resuspension buffer (for PE)

50mM Tris-Cl

10mM EDTA

10µg/ml RNase A

Titrate to pH: 8.5 (with 37% HCl (v/v))

on ice after addition of RNAse A

• SDS-PAGE Running buffers

1x Nu PAGE MOPS (3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid) SDS Running
buffer (Invitrogen) diluted to 1x in MQ water. (outer chamber)

1x Nu PAGE MOPS SDS Running buffer (Invitrogen) with 0.25% NuPAGE
Antioxidant (DTT) (inner cha,ber)(Invitrogen).

alternatively 1x Tris-glycine buffer from 10x stock:

30.2g/L Trizma base

188g Glycine

100ml 10% SDS

adjust pH to 8.3



• Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer

10mM Tris-HCl

1mM EDTA

Titrate to pH: 8.0 (with 37% HCl (v/v))

• 10x Transfer buffer (TB)

30.3g/L Trizma base

144g Glycine

in MQ water, pH 8.3, store at 4◦

1x Transfer buffer

200ml MeOH

100ml 10x Transfer buffer

700ml MQ water

• 10x Tris acetate EDTA (TAE)

242g/L Tris HCl

6% AcOH

50mM EDTA(2ml from 0.5M stock)

add MQ water to 1L

• 10x Tris buffered saline (TBS)

25.4g/L Tris HCl

4.72g/L Trizma base

2.0 g/L KCl

80 g/L NaCl

add MQ water to 1L, adjust to pH:7.4

• 10x TBST

100ml 10xTris buffered saline

10 ml 10% Tween (0.1%) in MQ water

• Wash buffer (PE)

1.0M NaCl

50mM MOPS, pH 7.0

15% i-PrOH (v/v)



• High salt buffer (regeneration of IEC column, PE)

3.15g; 20mMTris-HCl

58.45g; 1 M NaCl

1mM EDTA (2ml from 0.5M stock)

add MQ water to 1L, adjust to pH: 8.0 (with 37% HCl (v/v))

• Luria and Bertani (LB) bacterial media

10g Bacto-tryptone

5g Yeast extract

5g NaCl

add MQ water to 1L, add ab and autoclave to sterilize

• LB agar plates

LB (1L corresponds to ca 40 agar plates)

1.5g agar in 100mlfor a 1.5% agar solution

boil agar-media solution (ca 2x 40s)

pour onto petri dishes (22.5ml each)


